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A.L.S. Has Own Parents Weekend 
by Cynthia Green 
The Afro-Latin Society of 
Ithaca College (ALS) will host 
an ALS parents weekend on 
Nov. 9-11 as an alternative to 
the. traditional weekend plan-
ned by the college ad-
ministration. According to 
spokesperson Bob Skates, 
"the minority students have 
no input into the planning of 
the traditional weekend and 
cannot express their own 
cultural and political views.'' 
A similar weekend was held 
last year after the 
organization's repertory 
theatre group, KUUMBA, 
tried to put on a production 
during the college weekend but 
was unable to, do so since all 
the facilities were booked up," 
said Skates. 
"I would prefer that we 
have one Parents Weekend for 
all students and their 
families," said President 
James J. Whalen. "However, 
at a meeting of Afro-Latin 
students recently, some of the 
students alleged that they were 
not involved in the planning of 
Parents Weekend and that 
seems to be why they have 
chosen to have a separate 
weekend." 
According to Richard 
Vogel, director of Alumni Af-
fairs, the problem rests in the 
fact that the planning for 
parents' weekend is done in 
the summer when the students 
are not here. Brochures and 
information for the weekend 
arc sent out during the fir~t 
week of September, therefore 
including student ideas is dif-
ficult. Vogel added that he had 
not heard from ALS before 
and no activities of minority 
interest had been included 
previously, simply because 
there had been no such desire 
voiced to him. 
Dr. Richard Correnti, V.P. 
of Student Affairs, said that 
there should be provisions for 
the presentation of minority-
oriented activities to the 
parents, but he would prefer 
that those activities be in-
cluded in the regular parents' 
weekend. Correnti said that 
ALS could have been included 
in this year's planning of 
parents weekend and that he 
told members of the ALS Parent~ Weekend 
organi1atio11 to come and see ,chedulc yc~tcrday. 
him last year but got no Steps arc now being taken to 
respon~e. Anthony Smith, include minority oriented ac-
former spokcspcr~on for ALS, tivitics in next year·~ parent, 
confirmed that Corrcnti did weekend. Pre~idcnt Jame~ 
say that ALS could take part Whalen has delcgatL'd the 
in the planning but Smith said re~ponsibility of a parent~ 
that since he had no weekend committee toCorrenti 
knowledge of the planning and Vice-Prc~ident Charle~ 
procedures or when they McCord. According to Vogel, 
would begin, he thought a meeting is planned to take 
Correnti would contact him. place after r,arcnts weekend 
When asked if he would and any group or organization 
speak at the ALS Parents can attend to give their view,. 
Weekend, Whalen said, A committee to plan next 
"given the fact that a separate year's weekend will then be 
Parents Week·end for ALS is formulated and repl·csentation 
planned and 1 do want an op- from the Afro-Latin Society 
portunity to talk with parents will be included. This i~ the 
and students, I will try to par- first time a committee ha~ 
ticipate." Whalen received the _c_o_n_ci_n_u_ed_o_n_p_a_Re_I_7 __ 
'2500' Expected 
Parents Weekend will take 
place October 19-21. Accor-
ding to Richard Vogel, Direc-
tor of Parent Relations and 
Alumni Relations, 2500 paren-
t5 and guests are expected. 
Vogel said that parents will 
have the opportunity to tour 
the campus, attend activities 
and gain a better perspective 
on a student's life at Ithaca 
College. 
According to the program, 
among the activities on Friday 
will be the J. V. Football game, 
an Orchestra and String Or-
chestra Concert , a Gym-
nastics Exhibition, and enter-
tainment in the Terrace dining 
for Parents Weekend 
hall featuring "Desperado." 
The program for Saturday, 
starts with a parents picnic 
lunch in the Ben· Light Gym, 
during which lectures, demon-
strations, discussiom and 
open houses will be held. 
Conducted by students, 
faculty, administrators and 
officer~ of the Parent's 
Association, a wide range of 
subjects will be discussed at-
tuned to parents interests. 
Saturday afternoon will be 
highlighted by a Varsity Foot-
ball game against American 
International College. "Cat 
on a Hot Tin Roof", the first 
J.C. theatrical production this 
year, will be shown in the af-
tcmoon a<; \\ell a~ Friday and 
Saturday evening. in the 
evening a dinner i., planned for 
parenh a, well a, a banquet 
for cornmunicatiom majors 
and their parent~. The 
weekend will officially end 
with a Choral Concert in Ford 
Hall. 
The Choral i\ one of three 
new aspects added to the 
program this year, said Vogel. 
He added that the other new 
aspects would be a stud~nt 
musical review and an Inter-
Fraternity Council reception. 
The musical review of the 
1970's Broadway Musicals on 
Fridav and Saturdav. 
con~inued on page 17 
Business Minor Offered Next Fall 
by Mark White 
'A business minor will be of-
fered beginning next fall 
semester, by the School of 
Business. The minor will in-
clude a number of business 
courses for non-business 
students such as marketing 
~ j} . I• ' "' 
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Howard Brown 
and sales, personal finance 
and a summary course on 
Business Law. Howard 
Brown, Dean of Business, said 
that there is a tremendous 
demand from students to 
acquire some knowledge of the 
business world, while attaining 
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Photo by Marc Finkelstein 
a well-balanced liberal arts 
education. Brown said that in 
the past Principles of Accoun-
ting was the major outlet for 
non-majors, but the business 
faculty felt that students were 
not gaining a "broad enough 
perspective of the business 
world." Brown said that the 
new minor will allow students 
from all schools to attain a 
basic understanding of 
business. According to 
Brown, "Students from all 
schools arc starting to show a 
great deal of interest in the 
Business School." He said 
that this new interest in 
business, particularly on the 
behalf of Humanities and 
Sciences students, reflects a 
nation-wide trend towards 
employment-conscious stu-
dents. Brown feels this new 
minor will accomC'date these 
students. 
John Holt Photo /Jy Marc Finkelstein 
Holt Speaks at IC 
hl Mark White 
John Holt, author of 
nature's works on education 
and editor of "Growing 
Without Schooling", 
magazine, spoke on campus 
yesterday. Holt's appearance 
was part of a tour he is making 
to inform the public on his 
theory that children can learn 
more effectively outside a 
conventional ,chool, the 
home. 
During an interview yester-
day morning, Holt elaborated 
upon his theory. 
"Educational Institutions 
hinder rather than encourage 
educational development," he 
said. "Schools are basically 
government babysitting ser-
vices. Teachers spend the vast 
Inside: 
majority of time on mele~s ex-
ercises,'' he said. 
According to Holt, "paren-
ts should r'cmove their children 
from the schools and educate 
them at home." He said that 
"our society places a great 
emphasi~ on a reward 
system." Holt cite~ that the 
"student who learns the 
material for an exam, but im-
mediately following the exam, 
all of the information i~ 
forgotten." 
Holt encourage, parent, to 
follow hi~ thwry, through 
"Growing Without 
Schooling". He ,aid that hi~ 
life is dedicated to "tlHN: 
children who ,u ffcr from 
educational imtitutiom a, a 
whole. 
Yeshiva Casce 
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ITHACAN 
INQUIRER 
question: If you could change an)·thing at Ithaca College, 
what would it be? 
Cindy Friedman Ed.Comm. 
'80 
"I'd like to see more sections 
opened for courses. I've been 
closed out of at least one class 
every semester.'' 
Ellen Strober Plan.Stud. '81 
"I would like to see more 
commuter parking spaces so I 
would not have to drive 
around for a half hour looking 
for a space.'' 
,· 
-:or:··· 
Jet'f Siegal T\1-R '82 
"I would change the food in 
the cafeteria and the 
wea 1hcr." 
Laura Fannon Rec. '80 
"I would like the process of 
prc-regi~tration changed. I 
don't like the line~ and havl:lg 
to sleep over the night before 
to get required classes." 
,I 
Chris Skerritt Ed.Comm. '80 
"I would like to see the 
Studeryt Government structure 
changed so that anyone who 
wanted to vote on an issue 
could do so instead of going 
through our designated 
representative~. In this man-
ner, everyone's voice could be 
heard and we would have 
majority rule instead of the 
minority. For example our 
current academic calendar-I 
think it needs revision." 
Andrew S. Pash man 
Bus./Mark. '80 
"I'd get rid of the .IAP's" 
Jill Furstman Management'80 
"I'd like to see rnore student 
invol\'ement especially in the 
senior class." 
John K. Genovese Music '80 
"I'd like to see Lick-it open 
during the day." 
THEITHACAN October 18, 1979 
EDITORIAL 
The Nlitoriul i~ ,ffitt1·11 uncl puhliHl11·d with tlw 11ppron1I of II majority of tlw t>ditoriul hourd. 
A communications gap exists between students and administrators. Information that can 
only be conveyed through interaction, rather than media, is not being relayed at all. Fault 
lies on both sides. In the classroom, students are urged to ask questions when they don't 
know something; that practice should be exercised outside of the classroom and not only by 
students. 
ALS i,; holding a separate Parents Weekend next month (see article on page /). The 
existence of a need for an alternative weekend is viewed negatively by ALS and involved ad-
ministrators. Dr. Richard Corren Ii, V. P. of Student Affairs, said that members of ALS were 
told to see him last year regarding their participation/representation in Parents Weekend. 
Corren ti said that he received no response from ALS. A spokesperson for last year's ALS 
acknowledged the offer, but said that he was under the impression that since ALS was unin-
formed as to planning procedures and dates for Parents Weekend, that Correnti would con-
tact hin1. 
Another example of the communications gap is the confusion over which student was 
going to introduce President James J. Whalen at the President's Convocation in September. 
Student Government President Bud Yablonsky's name appeared on the Orientation Week 
Calendar. Jill Furstman, senior class president, introduced Whalen to the class of '83. 
Yablonsky did not appear at all. According to Yablonsky, he was never asked to speak. Ac-
cording to Corren ti, Yablonsky was asked, but never responded. · 
Communication is not enhanced by assumptions; they tend to undermine cooperative ef-
forts. ALS should have responded to Correnti's initial invitation and inquired as to the 
Parents Weekend planning procedures. Correnti should have pursued ALS and Yablonsky 
more than it appears he did. Perhaps an old adage can be applied here: 
If you don't know - ASK! 
•l> 
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OpEds & Letters 
Red Cross-Bloodmobile at IC 
To the Editor, 
On October 24, Wednesday, 
the Red Cross Bloodmobile 
will be on the Ithaca College 
campus. The Bloodmobile will 
be set up in the Terrace Dining 
Hall balcony. 
Did you know that every 17 
seconds someone in the United 
States needs blood? People 
needing blood may be those 
involved in car accidents, 
people in shock, sufferers of 
lukemia or hemophelia, or 
those undergoing surgery. 
This year many tragic acciden-
ts have happened right on our 
campus. Many people that we 
care about have been injured 
and one died while we wat-
ched. If our blood could have 
saved our friends we would 
surely have given it. The 
Bloodmobile does not just 
save the stranger, it could sa"'.c 
you, a close friend or a family 
member. 
If you think they'll take too 
much or you'll feel weak, 
you're wrong. Le~~ than a pint 
i!, all thats taken. Your body 
manufactures new blood con-
stantly .. The volume you 
donate will be replaced in a 
few hour~. 
Don't think you can't donate. 
Per~ons from 17 to 65. in good 
health may give. It is nece!-.~ary 
for donors to avoid partying 
for 24 hour, prior. Our hou,c the Terrace Drning Hall 
will not be partying on balcon1. 
lue,day e\cnin~. Don't you Don't you have half an hour 
think its worth <l little extra cf- to donate toward ,aving 
f'ort on your part. ,omconc'!-. life'? Plca~e help 
La,t year 206 pint~ were ll!-. make thi\ project a ,uccc,~. 
given. Thi, year our goal i, If you won't do it for your,clf, 
300. Sign ups for appointmcn- do it for the friend~ \\e'vc lo,t 
ts may be made from lOa.m. and tho~e we can't bear to 
to 3p.m. on Friday the 19th, lo\e. 
Monday the 21st' and Tue~day Thank vou, 
the 22nd in the Union. 1 f you The Brother, of Delta Kappa 
forget to sign up ju,t come to Randall \\'hi,hcr (Chaplain) 
ICFA President Addresses Administration 
To the Editor 
It is interesting to read that 
the Administration considers 
the 1971 Faculty Handbook to 
define terms and conditions of 
employment. If the Ad-
mm1stration really believes 
this, then the Tenure and 
Promotion Committee as part 
of a tenure review process, 
tenure quotas, etc., are clearly 
changes in terms and con-
ditions of employment, for 
theses new practices are not 
mentioned in the Faculty 
. Handbook. And it is helpful 
to be reminded that the Board 
of Trustees is opposed to 
tenure quotas. To many 
people, "no more one hun-
dred percent tenure" is a form 
of a quota and since there are 
currently fully tenured depar-
tments, this quota is a change 
from past practice. The 
change comes as a severe blow 
to untenured faculty who, 1:n-
til now, believed that r :icy 
would be considered for 
tenure and continueC: em-
Parking Fee Question 
To the Editor; 
This is a copy of a letter sent 
to President Whalen, 
published upon the request of 
the author. 
To Whom It May Concern; 
ticket to someone who pays to 
park yet no such space exists? 
ployment based on their 
merits, not on quotas. As part 
of the method to deal with 
these problems, the Ithaca 
College Faculty Association 
has filed Unfair Labor Prac-
tive charges against the Ad-
ministration. 
The law says that the Ad-
ministration must begin 
bargaining with the recognized 
bargaining agent, the Ithaca 
College Faculty Association. 
To say, as an administration 
spokesperson did in the last 
Ithacan that "the faculty doc!> 
not have a union contract, 
thus union negotiations were 
not required and did not take 
-Place in I 971," is a novel 
variation on "Catch 22" but 
not part of the National 
Labor Relations Act. In fact, 
the National Labor Rclatiom 
Board explicitly told the 
College to bargain in the 
recent summary judgement 
they issued. 
It is time to end the delav~ 
and begin ,eriom 
ncgotiatiom. We believe that it 
1s through collect 1\ c 
bargaining that the long-term 
interests of the College can 
best be served and thereby bc~t 
serve the intcre~ts of the Ad-
mini<;tration, Faculty, and 
Students. 
John 
lthaca 
. Sincerely yours, 
Schwart1., President 
College Faculty 
A"ociation 
- /· 
I have recently become a 
student at Ithaca College. 
When I registered my car and 
motorcycle, I was charged $30 
for my car to park and $10 to 
park my motorcycle as if I 
could drive them both to 
school and justify a $40 fee to 
park. I have attended three 
colleges prior to attending 
Ithaca College and in these 
schools parking permits were 
issued simply because you had 
a car, and no fee was expected. 
Yet- at Ithaca College parking 
is seen as a special privilege to 
be paid for. 
I attend college to get an 
education. It seems in-
creasingly obvious to me that 
the owners of thi~ institution 
do not sec themselves as 
educators but profiteers. l 
have been witness to other 
students paying outlandishly 
high fees for parking 
violations and I understand 
that each successive ticket 
costs even more. Up to $25 af-
ter three tickets. This to me is 
obviously a policy based upon 
monetary~greed,-and I find no 
option but to speak out again-
st such exorbitant practices 
and would urge my fellow 
students to do the same. 
u,i;.~1-t~/''; ·· · ·• · .. --~ r'i -~----·-" ··-·-·" .,., -
I cannot believe that tuition 
and other costs I have already 
paid do not entitle me to park 
my car here. I live off campus 
and if only for the sake of 
convenience I must drive a 
vehicle to attend school. 
I have a few questions about 
the justification of giving 
tickets to those who are left 
out of the race for a parking 
space ie, how can you give a 
Sincerely, 
Maik D. Smith 
Ed. note: 
Howard March has resigned as 
Business Manager of the 
Ithacan 
201 S. Tiop St. 
lthllca, N.¥. 
272-826? 
THE 
Music Store 
' . 
~ SHORTSTOP .~_ ·- -- -
~~ Grocery-Deli . · . · · 
Corner Wfst Seneca & Albany St. 0 0 .1 6pack 1.65 pen a1 y 
Genesee Cream Ale 12 ~:CS:::~~ 7am - midnight 
M .. I 6pack 2.09 11 er 12 pack 4.16 Made to Order 
cases.29 SUPER STAR 
Pabst Blue ~ibbon 1~=:~:: Sandwiches & Subs 
caseS.98 
L'Aut,ergc du C(1d1nn Rouge 1, 1nlnlllui:111g a new J'..\Bl.l 
D'H6Tl: MF~U 111 <1dd1t1on to 11; regul,1r mrnu l·,1,h ,,..eek, ,1art1n~ 
\lnndJ) for $8 50. vou arc rnrd1all) ir1,11eu to CllJ<l\ I· \uher!!,.', 
new menu, .,,..h1ch will be puhh,heu here weekly. The menu ,1.ir1111!-'. 
ne,1 \lnncla) will he 
·01-:t:FS :'<ICOISE 
:>,,\\'ARIN D'AGNEAl' 
POMMES FO'il>A:>, n:~ 
VEGETABLE 
SALADE VERTE 
ILES HO'ITANTE~ 
COHEE 
$8.50 
CARAFES Of HOUSE WINE SJ.7~ 
THIS ME1'1U IS OFFERED ll'i ADlllTIOI'. TO 
OUR REGULAR MENU. 
Rescrvat1om Please 273-3464 
I I 52 Danby Rd. (Rte. 968) 
I v, Mile~ South of Ithaca College 
Why wait for a special occasion to go 10 L' Auberge? 
.. 
VIS.4' 
AMERICAN! 
r.llEXP-RES~ 
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Valentine Dorm Up For Sale by Paul Daniels 
The Board of Trustees 
decided to sell Valentine dor-
mitory "~ometime late last 
spring for an asking price of 
$250,000," said Don Runyon, 
Director of Residential Life. 
Some private investors and 
developers have looked at the 
building, but lthaca College 
continues to hold the deed. 
According to Runyon, the 
College's primary motive for 
attempting to sell Valentine is 
its high operating costs. 
Becau,e of its di~tancc from 
campus, Runyon said, "We 
ran a shuttle bu5. about 16 
hours a day. The operating 
So11H'thi11g For 
E, t'f'\Ollt' 
I) \11.l' 
L1111l'h a11d Di11111'r 
Spt·«'ial.., 
l>i111u·r prit·t•.., ... tart 
ut 
. 
cost of that shut,',bus, alone, 
was something like $18,000 for 
the school year." That van 
has been turned over to the 
athletic department, said Tom 
Salm, V.P. of Business, to cut 
down on renting buses. 
According to Salm, there 
PO heat or water systems tur-
ned on in the building, though 
some lights arc on outside. 
"The insurance will be paid 
and security and physical plant 
will continue to make regular 
check'> on it." Those 
"checks", he <,aid, will not be 
"as often or as costly a'> they 
werC\vhcn it was filled with 
st udcnt'>." 
Valentine had a maximum 
capacity of 70 bed!'. in the fall, 
70 IC students typically lived be able to use some of that 
there. In the ',pring, Runyon money to build a storage area 
said, about "twenty-five of up her~ on campus." 
those students would normally At one point, Valentine was 
move back to campus, taking being considered for purchase 
the places of other students by Cornell University. 
who had either gone to Lon- Reasons for their interest, said 
don, transferred to another Runyon, probably stemmed 
school or whatever." ' from its adjacent location to 
There arc some areas in Cornell. He noted that "Cor-
Valcntinc that the college nell's housing demands are 
·~used to use as a storage area much greater than ours." 
for equipment," said Runyon. According to Runyon, Cor- . 
According to Charlie Keirns, nell's decision not to buy 
surcrintcndant of maintenan- Valentine was probably 
cc, new bedding, spring~, became of its "vintage. Parts 
frnmc~. and old chest'> of of the building are over 100 
drawer~ arc stored in Valen- years old," he said. "Cornell 
tine until they arc sold. We already has a number of older 
arc hopeful, \aid Runyon, that buildings similar to Valen-
"whcn we sell Valentine, we'll 
October£ est Planned 
by Mark White 
The Senior Clas'> ha'> com-
P~'>ed a calender of upcoming 
event'> for ~eniors. According 
to Jan Berman, Chairpcr<,on 
of Activities Planning, "Up 
coming events included an Oc-
toberfest to be held or Friday, 
Oct. 26, a'> well a<, the sale of 
senior sticker<,. 
' 
The Octobcrfe,t will ,enc 
Happy 
Birthday 
a~ the fir~t major gathering for 
the '>cnior class this fall, said 
Berman. German Beer and in-
ternational food~ will be 
available along with mmic 
provided by Chieli Min th:ci and 
Friend,. The event will begin 
at 3 pm on Oct. 26 in front of 
the Garden Apartn'ients. 
Berman said that the October-
fest will be open to all mem-
bers if the Ithaca College 
community, however, seniors 
arc encouraged 10· attend so a~ 
they can become better 
acquainted with their fellow 
cla~smatc~. 
.... -_~;_.t 
•¥ -:~~:J.."~ 
tine," he continued, which 
have saddled the m1iversity 
with "tremendous maintenan-
ce . costs ... to add another 
building to that in the same 
age would simply build up 
their problems even greater." 
Although the university ha~ 
declined to purchase Valen-
tine, Runyon said, there were 
some "enterprising hotel 
students at Cornell who have 
expressed an interest in pur-
chasing the building as an in-
vestment and running it while 
they arc in \chool with the idea 
of getting good experience. 
That is an outside possibility," 
he said. 
. ~ 
Photo by Alan Friedman 
1 Bucky~ 
~
Senior stickers will be 
continued on page 17 IC Seeks Federal$ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $5 .95 FISH & CLAMS: by Linda Levermore areas of excessive energy use. 
Daily Happy Hour 
Mon - Fri 4- 6 
i02 W. Huffalo St. 
272-6550 
ALL YOU CAN EAT! 
Wed. 
& 
Fri. 
$4.49 
I.C. hopes to acquire Tom Salm, Vice President 
federal money from New York of Business, estimated that in-
State, under the National stallation would cost between 
Energy Act, to install a com- $1.2 million and $ 1.5 million 
puterized monitoring system. with a payback period of at 
Emil Policay, Director of least 6-8 years. The aid of 
Physical Plant, said that the federal dollars, Salm con-
: computerized system would tinued, would lessen cost and 
: *Salad Bar enable the college to minimize reimbursement period. when \OU find it 
: Included 'til 10 p.m. rising utility costs by observing In I 978 the New York State 
: utility demand changes, prac- Encrgv office conducted an 
••••••••••••••••••••••••0000000••••••••••••••••••••••••• J 
...................................... ,,. •• * tici~g "l?ad sh~d~ing" (~.e. audi~ ~f ~ n~1mbcr. of n?n-)t-. recirculatmg ms1de air), profit mstttuuons, m which 
i( _.- · · automatically shutting down I.C. participated. As stated in ~ m~~ l1Tlt1111t rr Jlnu.ar * unnecessary heat i~l ca_m~us. the a_udit its purpose was "to i( - \,;;i'-l~~ \~.!4 ~ 't" )t buildings and pmpomtmg contmued on page 17 
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-tc The Chapter House * 
i( Makes The Difference * ~ * 
: The Chapter House is the ~ E,onP,cone 
-{I( Traditional Tavern * hasorr1vedl 
« *  with a history spanning decades----  
• serving over 140 different wines, beers, * .._ __  
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Yeshiva Case Heard 0 Ill Court 
This is published with the 
permission of rhe Chronicle of 
Higher Education, Inc. 
by Beverly T. Watkins 
WASHINGTON 
The Supreme Court heard 
arguments last week in two 
cases that could have far-
reaching effects on faculty 
collective bargaining. 
sonnel" because they "per-
form policy-making and 
discretionary functions" on a 
high level. They are "com-
missioned to decide with sub-
stantial finality, or at least 'ef-
fectively to recommend' ac-
tion" on personnel matters. 
The university says "authority 
of this kind is clearly super-
visory under the board's own 
precedents." 
Appeals Court Ruling 
The question at issue is In an earlier decision, a 
whether faculty members who three-judge panel of the U.S. 
take part in academic gover- Court of Appeals for the 
nance and decision-making at Second Circuit over-ruled the 
institutions · of higher N.L.R.B. which has held since 
education are managerial or 1971 that faculty members are 
supervisory employees and, as employees entitled to 
such, are denied the right to bargaining rights. 
bargain collectively under The appeals court agreed 
federal labor law. with the board that full-time 
In the cases before the faculty members at Yeshiva 
Court, the National Labor are professional employees 
Relations · Board maintains under one section of the 
that faculty members at National Labor Relatiom Act. 
Yeshiva University, a private However, it concluded that 
institution in New York, "the extensive control" over 
"make up the r_ank and file" academic matters and "the 
employees. Although they crucial role of the full-time 
make recommendations about faculty in determining other 
appointments, promotions, central policies of the in-
tenure, and salaries, they "ex- stitution" give faculty mem-
press their own views." They bers so much power that "they 
are not, the board says, are, in effect, substantially 
"representatives of and pervasively operating the 
management." enterprise." 
The Yeshiva University If the decision of the ap-
Faculty Association, which peals court is upheld by the 
filed a separate suit, takes the Supreme Court, it would mean 
same position as the N. L. R. B. , that private institutions of 
Yeshiva University main- higher education would not 
tains that "full-time faculty have to negotiate with faculty 
members are managerial per- unions. The decision would. 
H&H 
LIQUOR AND WINES 
YOUR H01\1E AWAY FROM H01\1E 
WITH FRIENDLY SERVICE 
CWSESTL!QUOR S1VRE 
TO LC. CAMPUS 
218 ON THE COMMONS 
"Featuring the Finest Selection of N. Y .S. Wines" 
not directly affect public in-
stitutions, where the right to 
bargain is determined by state 
labor laws. 
However, some observers 
think such a decision would 
have an indirect effect on 
public education at all levels, 
because any decision involving 
the labor-relations act intlucn-
ces state courts and ad-
ministrative agencies. 
Ronald H. Shechtman, 
arguing for the faculty 
association, said, "The impor-
tant part of this case is the 
nature of the authority the 
faculty exercises. They do not 
have the authority that makes 
them manager\. They have 
authority 011h· insofar as the 
univer~ity dell:,s to them." 
dations on hiring, promotion, 
and tenure "arc almost alway, 
followed. The univer~ity that 
chooses to be distingui,hed 
doe~ not let faculty decide on 
sufferance." Faculty decisiom 
"are of the highest order." 
Several justices a,kcd 
whether faculty decisions were 
made in the interest of the 
faculty of of the university. 
Marvin E. Frankel, Mr. Come said faculty 
representing Yeshiva Univer- members were not opposed to 
In the arguments belore the sity, said that even though the interests of the university 
Supreme Court last week, univcrs1t1es have changed but they were not "furthering 
Norton J. Come, deputy greatly since the Middle Ages, management policy" when 
associate general counsel for a point made by one justice, they made decisions. 
the N.L.R.B., said the appeals "the university is still the Justice Potter Stewart 
court "had failed adequately faculty." Faculty recommcn- continued on page /6 
to analyze the distinction bet- .. ------------------IJllmlmte'!!'!!~..,. 
ween faculty influence in 
professional matters and in 
managerial matters." 
"Professional employees 
/.uigi'.6 
- f}la./ian e ./1.lA.W '}; are asked for advice but they 
do not become managerial 
employees because that advice 
has influence," he said. The 
faculty members at Yeshiva 
"arc not accountable to' the 
~dministration. The ad-
ministration is free to 
disregard their recommen-
dations. That is why they arc 
not managerial employees." 
i 
~ 
272-5080 
109 N. CAYUGA ST. 
DOWNTOWN ITHACA 
(30 SECONDS FROM THE. COMMOI-.S) 
LUMS & I.C. = A GOOD WORKING RELATIONSHIP 
Welcome Parents! 
Lums owned by a 
former I.C. student. 
Lumshas 
emplqyment 
opportunities now. 
Please apply! 
------------------~ :LATE BREAK SPECIAL' 
I 
: 10% off your· 
: Total Bill 
I 
I 
'· I
I 
With your LC. 1.0. 
After9p.m. 
Including Fri. & Sat. 
·------------------
Lums will support 
your student 
organization. 
rPiease contact us.) 
Lums has ·a free 
gift for you, just 
show your J.C. ID. 
24 hours - Friday & Saturday 
7 a.m. to 11 p.m. 
Sunday - Thursday 
Recently Remodeled Dining Room 
Elmira Road, Ithaca 
272-7655 
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Satire: The 
by Mitch Goldberg 
My back ached as I awk-
wardly rolled over on the hard 
chair I had been sleeping on. I 
opened by eye and saw that it 
wa~ \\ell after one in the mor-
ning. I harl been pacing the 
hospital wanmgroom floor 
for over five hours now. 
Becoming a father in this day 
and age once again is a nerve 
racking experience. I felt 
drained and weary as I slowly 
removed my shoes to relieve 
the tension in my feet. 
Suddenly the lights began to 
blink and then went out. 
Happy 
Birthday 
John! 
Those damn nuclear reactors 
must have broken again. It 
was probably another melt-
down of some sort. I found 
my way in the dark and sat 
down in my chair to let my 
mind wander. I remembered 
my great - grandfather telling 
of days long before his time 
when energy was produced by 
oil and gas. How degrading it 
must have been to have forcPd 
to conserve energy. I wonder 
how they ever survived 
without air conditioning and 
other necessities. I was 
becoming very restless; where 
was that damn doctor 
I made my way towards the 
window at the far end of the 
room. The sky looked much 
brighter now than it usually 
did. Far off in the distance I 
could ~ee a red glow in the sky, 
SURPRISE! 
Hewlett-Packard 
makes professional calculators 
students con afford. 
THE ITHACAN 
and I knew why we were 
having a power shortage. 
Meltdowns were so common 
these days that they occured 
almost every month. Luckily 
radiation from these melt-
downs did not produce the 
horrible effects that were 
predicted in the 20th century. 
Nuclear energy had saved our 
country from going back to 
the stone - ages. After a few 
thousand deaths and the 
passing of a few generations, 
humans had become immune 
to radiation. 
The red glow in the sky now 
became more intense and sud-
denly the lights went back on. 
The hospital must have been 
resorting to its own nuclear 
reactor. My pacing continued 
once again. What in hell was 
going on in there. Where was 
There's 110 rea~on to lace ..,ome ol tho:-ie 
tough cla:-,:-ie:-i \'ou·re tak111g with ks:-i help 
than ~-ou could he getting. E"->pec1ally when 
He\\·ktt-Packard has come up with their Series 
E calculator<,-a full line of prok:-isional 
'ic1c11t ific and business c,dculator"-> de:-i1gned 
for a stucknt's needs and budget. ~ 10% 
For Science and Engineering. 
The HP-31E Sc1e11t1fic 
The IIP-32E ;\(k111ced Scie11ti!1c \\'ith 
Statistic.., 
OFF NATIONALLY 
ADVERTISED 
PRICES EVERY . 
The HP-DE Prograrnrnabk Scientific. 
For Business and Finance. 
The H P-37E Bus mess M,llla!!L'lllellt 
The I-IP-.18E Ad\'ancccl Fina1;cial \\'ith 
Program ma hi Ii t y. 
DAY! 
210 N. Tioga St. 
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY 
SAVE 20% 
z<11~t ... 
GOES WEST! 
for the n~ w look of today 
Ithaca 
272-2225 
Zodiac takes the lead in fashion ... and our American heritage from the West 
shows the way ... Exciting Western boots and mules ... by Zodiac ... and at 
Cosentini's Zodiac is very specially priced. 
s3500 t s3700 Western mules - 0 Reg. to s47 
s5700 f s7200 Western boots - 0 Reg. to s91 
See them all ~t 
0 on the Commons 
•Community Corners 
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Family 
that doctor!!,!! I was overly 
excited to sec how my first 
child would turn out. 
The week before, my boss 
had had a beautiful little girl. 
He was the first per~on in our 
office to have a kid with four 
legs. Luckily, her eyes were 
also set in the back of her 
head. Tom must be proud to 
have such a beautiful, original 
child. I'm sure the high levels 
of radiation he was exposed to 
during the last meltdown 
helped improve the genes. 
How boring life must have 
been before the great radiation 
leaks. The same pattern every 
time; two legs, two eye~, two 
ears - all the routine features 
of what human beings used to 
look like. Nuclear power has 
done wonders to make 
humans more unique, more 
exciting, more capable than 
ever! My pacing increased as I 
thought of the possibilitic5 of 
my child having six legs. 
Suddenly the doctor came 
through the doors of the 
operating room. My heart 
raced as. the doctor hopped 
over to me on his one leg. As 
soon as I saw the expression 
on his face my heart sunk. Not 
having a mouth, the doctor 
\\i;is unable to tell me what had 
happened and pointed towards 
the operating room. 
As I walked into the room, 
the disgusted-faces of the nur-
ses told me I was in for a big 
letdown. I slowly walked over 
to my wife where I could see 
our baby feeding on her mid-
dle breast. The nurse picked 
up the baby and brought it to 
me. Iclosed my eye and 
prepared for the worst. 
When I opened my eye I was 
horrified at the sight of the 
child I had brought into the 
world. Why me? I was 
bewildered!!! I was exposed to 
plenty of radiation before the 
conception. My wife was even 
present at the same meltdown 
as my boss. Yet my child was a 
reject, an unacceptable human 
I closed I'l1y eye, then opened it 
and decided to look again. 
Only two legs, two arms two 
eyes, one nose and two ear5. 
Thi~ was no normal child, it 
was a defect from the 20th 
century. I even counted the 
fingers and toes only to find 
ten of each. 
I couldn't stand to look at it 
any longer and threw the child 
back to the nurse. I turned 
from its cruel, ugly face and 
ran from the room as fast a~ 
my three legs could carry me. 
'1 The LIVERr 
TAVERN 
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.The Farmer's 
by Annr Wrrk-. 
Ye,. !here i, a Farmer\ 
i\·larkei Ill Ithaca. Ever~· Wcd-
ne,day on 1hc Commom and 
Sa1u1day al the Station 
Rc,1aurant, \Cndnr, from a 35 
mile radiu,. bring their home-
made or homegrown good, to 
thi, mcN1ic of fine quality 
merchandi,e. Un fort unatcly, 
the rnarke1'1, ,e,hnn will end 
!his week. 
I ,poke with ,e\eral of 1hc 
vendor<;, and they were a, il':-
tcreqing as the goods they 
5old. One man I ,poke with 
sold honey and maple ,yrup. 
He had attended every market 
since it, beginning ,i;,,,, year., 
ago. O\er the vear,, he 
noticed !hat mo,t of his 
bu,ine~s wa, from Ithaca 
rc,idenb. College ,ludent, did 
not frequent 1he markc1. Thi, 
wa, probably becall',C of lack 
of publicity. 
The pcr,on in 1he booth 
ne,1 door ,old Indian craf1,. 
He learned how 10 rnakt: !hem 
on the Onondagua Rc,t:r-
vation. near Syrncll',t:, wht:rc 
he ,pcnl a good part of hi, 
youth. Porcupine quill 
earrings, moct:a,im, bcau1iful 
turquoise pendant, and 
bracclcl, were ,ome of hi, 
merchandi,e. 
Many vendor, were attrac-
ted to the Farmer', Market by 
ii, low vendor's charge of $2 
per day. Some craftspeople 
have been known to exceed 
$50 in ,ale, per day. -
Although mo,t - vendor~ · I 
depend on their ,ales for a ___ !, 
large portion of !heir income, 
!hey \cry rarely 1ry to 
pre,,ure cu<,1orner, into 
buying thing~. The relaxed 
at rno,phcre ,t em, from I he 
fac1 tha1 thc,c r,coplc arc con-
tent wi1h what 1hcy have. 
They arc proud of their 
creatiom; ,omewhal cager to 
plca,e tlHhC willing to look 
over their gooch. 
On the whole, Ithaca's 
Farmer·~ Market ha, more to 
offer than the ;:iverage <,1orc. 
\Vkthcr you buy anything or 
not, you never walk away with 
an cmr,ty feeling. 
The Farmer's Market 
Begeacres: Fine Seafoods and Meats 
Bcgeacrc,, one of Ithaca's 
newest rc~taurants. serves fine 
meab and 5eafood which 
blend well with its quiet 
surroundings. It is one of 
those re~taurants which could 
be easily overlooked but 
should definitely not be 
missed; is is worth the effort 
involved to locate it. 
At Begcacrcs' Calllcman's, 
we had a special treat this 
week. We started the meal 
with an exquKite set of ap-
petizers. One, consi,ting of 
escargot drenched in garlic 
butter was found to be among 
the best the reviewers had the 
opportunity to sample. The 
other appeti7cr cho,cn was 
Begeacres' baked clams 
which consi,tcd of breaded 
clam mixture found to be 
delicious. The gcncrom por-
tion served could have almost 
been a meal in it sci f. 
As for the cntrces, one of m 
had Begeacrcs' famous prime 
rib, offered in three size por-
tions, which definitely lived 
up to and surpassed it5 noted 
reputation. Just to give you 
an idea of the size, one of m 
ordered the medium portion 
and was unable to finish the 
meal. The other entrce tested 
was from the wide selection in 
the seafood category, baked 
~hrimp stuffrd with crabmcat. 
The reviewer exprc~sed that 
the word "superb" would 
have to be used to describe this 
entrce. Again, as with the 
prime ribs, the reviewer was 
unable to finish this culinary 
masterpiece. 
With the complete dinner, 
come~ a carefully prepared 
mixed salad (we highly 
recommend the sweet and sour 
FRYE BOOTS 
FRYE BOOTS: 
OVER 45 STYLES 
SIZES 4-13 
Starting at $55.00 
0 Leather Vests 
0 Leather Jackets 
o Leather Handbags 
0 Leather Accessories 
oWestern Boots, Belts, and Hats 
128 The Commons 
273-5806 
Open Mon.-Sat. 10-6 
Thurs. & Fri. Nights 'til 9 
house dressing), a loaf of 
freshly baked bread - still 
warm from the oven - and 
your choice of potatoes and 
homemade style vegetables. 
Also offered was a ful! dessert 
menu which we were too full 
Begeacres 
to sample. The house 
specialty is cheesecake, which 
comes highly recommended, 
and we plan on making a 
return trip for it sometime. 
Now we come to the most 
difficult part of this review. 
Begeacres 
Cattlemen's 
The decor we found hard to 
describe as it does not fit into a 
typical restaurant atmosphere. 
We found it a relaxing change 
which should most definately 
be experienced! 
see map in below a!f 
\ 
',\ 
The finest ribs available, hand carved, with a variety of 
portions. Named in honor of the prize bulls of 
Begeacres Farms 
STEAKS-SEAFOOD.LOBSTER TAILS-PRIME RIB 
• LIVE MUSIC 
from the 1940's 
10 - 1, Saturday 
• HAPPY HOUR 
throw the dice for 
the price of drinks 
3 - 6 daily 
SPECIAL ON CLAMS 
$1.89 per dozen 
Mon., Tues. & 
Wed. 4.i1 
THIRD STREET AT MADISON 
ITHACA, NY 
272.9726 
• Oysters 
• Mussels 
a Shrimps 
• Raw, Steamed 
ana 
Baked Clams 
(Third Street exit off Route 13) 
,- },•'l"'"~J 
Students - mol~e o good impression on your parents tol~e them to 8eoqeocres 
Home Away From Home 
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An Evening With Chick 
Corea and Gary Burton 
by Eva Grodberg 
If Gary Burton and Chick 
Corea's album "D~et" is any 
indication of how the two 
musicians work together ,the 
Ithaca community is in for 
quite a show on Friday night. 
Burton· and Corea will be 
giving an exclusively acoustic 
performance in Cornell', 
Bailey Hall. The duo is well 
balanced with Corea on piano 
and Burton _on vibraharp 
(also referred to as vibes). 
This balance is exemplified on 
the album. 
At times, Corea will play 
rhythm while Burton weave, 
themes around the steady pace 
of Corca's left hand. In other 
instances, both musicians im-
. Gary Burton 
.. ---------, I Phone ... BOOLS I 
provi,c - or take the lead. 
Whatever the case may be, 
the sound created by the two i, 
quite euphonic. Both the 
piano and the vibes ~crvc to 
enhance, rather than over-
~hadow, each other. 
Chick Corea ha~ explored 
many phases of •jazz music; 
from the free form electric 
keyboard work he did on 
Miles Davi,' "Bitchc, Brew", 
to the jazz - rock - fusion 
~ound~ of Return to 
Forever. Between each ot 
these phases, including pre,cnt 
efforts, Corea ha~ alway~ 
returned to the acoustic piano. 
Although he is most well-· 
known for his work with 
Return to Forever, few of 
: for flowers I 
I 209 N. Aurora St. I : 
- 272-8410 .J ~ , _______ _ 
Happy 
Birthday 
Bucky! 
East Hill 
Florist 
~m1 Plant Sh«,., 
A unique shop • full of: 
Flowers, Plants, Baskets, Pottery, Plant 
Accessories, Dried Flowers and Silk 
Flowers 
We create distinctive 
flower arrangements for 
all occasions: 
Planters, Corsages, 
Terrariums, Silk & Dried 
Arrangements 
Master Charse & Visa 
Wire Service accepted by 
phone 277-4033 
Come visit us soon. 
Plenty of free parking. 
Open 7 days a week. 
Thur. - Fri. 9 • 8 
Sat. 9· 5 Sun.10· 
£AST HILL PLAZA 
JUDD FALLS RD. 
ITHACA, N.Y. 
Corea', other experiments 
have gone unnoticed. 
Although a noted musician 
in jazz ,circles. Gary Burton 
ha~ not gained the acclaim that 
Corea i~ often "bombarded" 
with. Burton, who is a self-
taught vibes player, developed 
a ~tylc that i~ more related to 
that of a piano, rather than a 
percussion instrument. 
Because the sound of the in-
;;trumcnt i~ often obscured by 
heavier horn or drum ,ounds, 
Burton uses a powerful set of 
four mallets imtcad of the 
w.ual two. Thi, problem will 
be eliminated at Friday', con-
cert became only the two 
musiciam will be playing. 
Burton's first intcre~l 111 
mmic was developed when hi, 
parents took him to ~cc a 
marimba player. From then 
on, he devoted his like ,olely 
to his music. 
While playing with the Stan 
Getz Quartet from 1964-1968, 
Burton wa, voted "Talent 
l 
Chick Corea 
Deserving of Wider ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Recognition" (1965) by 
Downbeat magaLine. 
In 1967, Burton formed hi, 
first quartet which wa~ suc-
ces~ful with both rock and 
. traditional jazz fans. In I 968, 
Downbeat cho~c Burton as 
"Jazzman of the Year" and 
has named him "best vibist" 
every year since. 
Burton and Corea recorded 
together for the first time in 
1972. "Crystal Silence'' 
(ECM) was the outcome of 
that effort. Now, seven years 
later, the two have rejoined 
for the album and a tour. 
Dinner Reservations Still 
Available For 
Parents Weekend 
A delightful restorurant with a pleasant 
decor. A quiet atmosphere, featuring a 
complete menu. ReseNations available for 
this weel~end. 
Cayuga Inn 
8 miles north, on Route 89 
overlooking beautiful Cayuga Lake 
387-9412 
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Film When a Strangeth~gJ!§ Cinema 
by David Lebovitz while she's babysitting. long and drawn out. 
If you ever plan on Meanwhile, he ha~ killed the The plot itself has some very 
babysitting again do not sec two children she is baby~itting. original twists. Jill, an in-
When a Stranger Calls . It is He is convicted and sent to an nocent baby sitter receiving 
some pieces arc missing. Little 
motivation was given for the 
murders and it's hard to 
believe that a detective could 
a terrifying ~tory of what hap- insane asylum. The second annoying phone calls, wanders track down ~omeonc in Los 
polished directing and editing 
of the film by Fred Walton. 
Many of the shots are perfec-
tly paced together to keep the 
suspense high. The audience is 
continually wondering what is 
lurking around the corner 
skillfully shot by Walton in the 
tradition of Brain DePalma 
(Carrie, The Fury). One 
drawback to the suspense was 
the · overdramatized or-
chestrati9ns which evoked 
laughter rather than ·rear from 
the audience. 
pen~ when a "Babysitter's part occur~ seven years later around the house terrified of Angeles by buying drunks bot-
nightmare come~ true." A~idc when he sech revenge. the telephone. Sub~cquently, ties of Ripple. 
from an excellent cast and What happens between every time the phone ring~. ihe What makes When a 
tight direction, the \ iewer i~ these sequences is rather audience i~ also scared of what Stranger Calls so different 
treated (or subjected to) some tedious filler. It shows a detec- could happen next. Seven from other films of the con-
of the ~caries! footage ever on tive (Charle~ Durning) years later, Duncan returns to temporary horror genre 
film. tracking down Duncan after terrorize her. It i~ these scenes (Halloween, Night of the 
When a Stranger t.:alls is a his escape from the insane that make the film worth- Living Dead), is the excellent 
film in two parts. The firq i~ a~vlum.It's unfortunate that while. acting and exceptionally tight 
when Curt Duncan (Tony di~cctor Fred Walron decide~ Colleen Dewhur~t also make~ direction. 
Beckley) haras~es Jill Johmon to make the scene~ where an appearance a~ an aging Carol Kane is very 
(Carol Kane) bv calling her Duncan i~ apprehended ~o woman on \~horn Duncan believable as the babysitter 
IP••••••-------------------,.foc11~es hi~ attractions. Her (and later on, the 
When a Stranger Calls is 
one of the better "scary" 
movies coming out of 
Hollywood these days (And 
with hardly any blood!). If not 
intellectually stimulating, it is 
fun to see because of the terr·or 
and intere[>ting plot twists 
which are surprisingly 
frightening. 
ITHACA COLLEGE CONCERTS 
79-80 
perlormancc is outstanding. homemaker). Although her 
,She perfectly portrays a har- previous films have been of 
idened woman who brushes higher caliber (Hester Street 
!him off as a pcrsi~tent passer- and Annie Hall being her most 
by. Instead, he stays around to noteworthy), Kane is quite cf-
bother her prompting her to fective in her role. 
World-Renowned French Horn Soloist 
help the detective catch him. Perhaps what is re~pomible 
The story fits together like a for the scariness of When a 
puzzle, although it seems like Stranger Calls is the sharp, 
f*PNotes 
Mozart Concerto in E Flat 
Major, K 417 with the ITHACA 
COLLEGE ORCHESTRA, Pamela 
Gearhart, conductor 
Beethoven Sonata for Horn 
and Piano, Opus 17 with pian-
ist Jacquelyne Silver 
BARRY TUCKWELL 
OCTOBER 24 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
Walter Ford Auditorium 
8: 15 
b,· Karen .Johnston 
· Three performance.~ will 
highlight thi~ week', ,chcdule 
in Ford Hall. 
The Ithaca College Or-
che~t ra will appear in concert 
for the fir\! time thi~ fall on 
Thtir\day, Oct 18. Under 
the direction of Pameta 
Cearhart, the orchc\tra will 
pt!rform the "Overture to 
Ru\lan and Ludmilla" by 
Glinka, "Symphony No. 8 in 
B minor" by Schubert, two 
nocturne, by Debussy. Delio 
Tickets available at 
Egbert Union, Ithaca College, 
Hickey's Music Store 
Bach to Rock Emporium .Joio', "Variatiom, Chaconna 
S6 OD General Admission and Finale" and "Variations. 
ss.oo, non-Ithaca College Stu- on an American Air" by L. 
dents, Ithaca College Faculty Gearhart. The performam:e 
and Staff, Friends of Ithaca 
Scltttmann Adagio and Alie- College will begin at 8:15 in Ford Hall 
gro, Opus 70 w,th pianist Jae- SJ.DO Ithaca College Students, Auditorium and is free and 
Senior Citizens h bl" queJyne Silver Open to ! e pu IC. .......... _______________ ... 
The Student Activities Board of Ithaca College 
1n t~n1u:ct1on 111~ 
The Office of Alumni Relations 
From Ford 
on' Sundav, Oct. 2 I at College Orchestra, with con-
4: 30 p.rn., Ford Hall will host ductor Pamela Gearhart, will 
guc,t organist David Jack~on. accompany. Tuckwell will 
Jackson will perform a follow with a Beethoven 
prelude by Kreb~. John sonata for horn and piano 
Dowland'~ "Variation on a Op. I 7. Piani~t Jacquelyn 
Gagliard" by Samuel Scheidt, Sih·er will accompany". The 
a Mendel,,ohn sonata and Schumann'~ "Adazio Allegro 
"Ma~~ for the Convents" by Op. 70" will end the program. 
Francois Corrperin. Also in Pianist Jacquelyn Silver will 
the program will be three join Tuckwell in ihis piece as 
chorale· preludes by Ernest well. Tickets for Tuckwell's 
Repping, "Fugue on Bach performance are available at 
.No. I I" by Schuman, "Orgel the Egbert Union, Hickey's 
Konzen" by Reda and "An- Music Store on the Commons, 
dantino" by Vienne. The per- and Bach to Rock Emporium 
formance will close with Mar- in Collegetown. Tickets will 
eel Dupre's prelude and Fugue be $3 for IC students and $5 
in A-flat major for faculty, <;taff members and 
In the third and final per- friends. 
formance scheduled for this --
week, the world-renowned 1.'-~'" 
french horn soloist Barry {I }f j_)}, 
Tuckwcll will visit Ithaca tf\4;;,~""'.i 
. College. Tuckwell will be per- (, i" '-W~I,~ 
forming the Mozart Concerto 11'- f rj, 
in E-flat Major. The Ithaca C~:) ·- ~ ~ 
----·-.· '"J~~ ~'-~~ 
,.,.. ~ ·. . . ,i 
f.. . .. 
:Jhe Godding/on 
!l?eslauranl _.,., . ._._ 
F,•atm;nµ Homemade Pasta, t 
nightly, i11eludi~1g Fettn<'ine serwd A_I' ;~X . -: 
Alfredo or with "'Bolognese, wlnt<" ~ ~~ 
clam or tomato sauce'. Other features I 
art' our Gondola Antipai,;;to Bar. · 
Fine Veal speeialties and Homemade \ 
dPsserts. The largest selt•etion c~f ~~1 -r: 
Italian wines in the Finger Lakes. \ ?° ' ~ 
Our relaxed dining rooms overlook f, •. 1 -
the C'itv. Canwa Lake• and surroundin.r 
- - l"' l"' 
hills. 
273~0802 
124 Cqddington Road· 
,, 
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muz-hocl~/ Alan Parsons Project = EYE "I bl SOUNOCHEO< . -~INC albums ava1 a Cat f /0,<W BUFFALOST ..'t"~ACA,27H009 
by David O'Flaherty and Alan Parsons, who plays style i~ the synthesized syn-
On the cover of EVE arc the telegraph on this cut. Par- copatcd "I'd Rather Be a 
three women, which all appear sons is virtually non-existent Man", written about plastic 
stunningly beautiful at first on this album and is listed as women who play games in the 
glance. A closer look reveals playing "miscellaneous in- traditional, Sa~son-jeans role. 
half of each face marked with strumental contributions". Describing ~omc familiar 
horrid burns, scars, and warts. But Parsons' real song-writing women, vocalist David Paton 
This picture is representative prowess is in the orchestral- sings, "You don't fool me 
of the theme of Alan Parsons' rock vein, as "Lucifier" with your tinted eyes and 
album; half of it bitter and proves once again. make-i.:::,, The fircbird hides in 
hating of women, the other Next is the bitter "You Lie shadow when you wake up, 
· half full of confused but ten- Down With Dogs", in which a Your golden hair is black, 
der love songs. lover is told, "I'm gonna take Your jeans are tight but your 
Side one is the misogynous what I can like any other, I"ll hide is slack, Try it on the 
half, kicking off with say an.y damn thing you want company but you don't fool 
"Lucifer", an instrumental, me to, 'cause it don't mean a me". ·He castigates those who 
resplendent with synthesizers, thing to me." He sneeringly "slave" and "sin their soul" 
Russian-type chorus vocals tells this woman, "You lie and caps it all off by saying 
and"the Munich Chamber Or- down with dogs, you get up "I'd rather be a man cause a 
chcstra. The song (and album) with fleas." man don't crawl like you do". 
is co-written by Eric Woolfson Continuing in this biting Next is "You Won't Be 
by wma TQ p e rqw,11, f!&, Got~Pt::a~JL su,p,;s, 
Henry Purcell's opera Carol Skinner, Mary Mac- for that first audience. 
"Dido and Aeneas" will be Donald, James Pallone, Judy In the closing aria, "When I 
presented by the Cornell Berry, and Recd Smith. am laid in earth", the com-
University Chamber Orchestra Purcell was thought to have poser achieves great restraint 
and the Ithaca Opera written this 'opera in by suspending the melody over 
Association in Barnes Hall, miniature' at a very early age, a ground bass (one almost 
Cornell campus, on Friday, but the performance date docs identical with that used by 
Oct. 26 and Saturday, Oct. 27 not bear this out. The work J .S. Bach in the Crucifixus of 
at 8:15 pm. reveals th~ composer to be the B minor Mass. which was 
Edward Murray, musical well in advance of his contem- completed around 1747-49)., 
director and Barbara Troxell, poraries. It shows him in This he follows with he 
art1st1c director, are both command of all continental solemn choral elegy, "With 
members of the Cornell influences of his day and con- drooning wings", one of the 
·university Music Department tains operatic elements of later gems of choral literature, 
faculty. Gary Race of times, airs, choruses, music through which he extends the 
Binghamton is the stage for the dance, and descriptive noble and tragic mood of the 
director. instrumental passages, but aria, bringing the work to an 
The opera involved a chorus most notably the sung rather appropriate conclusion. 
which is conducted by Roland than the spoken recitative. Tickets are on sale at 
Bentley of the Ithaca College The opera displays Purcell's - Willard Straight, Egbert Un-
School of Music and a dance gift of originality and his ion, and Hickey's Music 
ensemble from the Ithaca awareness of the power of Store. For further infor-
Ballet Guild, with Lavinia music to strengthen dramatic mation call 257-3335 pr 564-
Reid as choreographer. situations. 3645. 
The cast includes students Thw choruses in the opera --------
from both Ithaca College and are remarkable for their 
Cornell University and the melodiousness and con-
following well known singers tribution to the development 
from the local area: Linda of the plot. The echo chorus, 
Paterson, Mel Ankeny, !'vlim- "In our deep vaulted cell", 
mi Fulmer, Marina Gilman, was obviously intended for 
Paul Gibbons, Janet Bell two groups of singers, one on .1 
Graf, Cheryl Fenner, Cynthia and one off stage and must be 
EXPERIENCE 
THE WORLD AS YOUR CAMPUS 
Sail from Los Angeles, February 3, 1980, and from 
Seattle, September 3, 1980, to the Orient, South-
east A~ia, India, Egypt (Suez Canal) and the 
Mediterranean. Apply now. 
E.1rn a full semester of credit. Spon~orcd b~ the L'niver~ity of Col-
orado at Boulder. Participation open lo quJlified studen.ts lrom all 
accrcducd college~ and uni\'er~itie\. Seme~ter al Sea admll~ ~tmkm~ 
without regard to lolor, rale or creecl. 
~lore than 60 university courses-with 111-port and vm.igc rclalt·d 
l'mphasis. Facuh} arc frcim leading univer~naes. Vi~ning an·,1 expert~. 
For free color brodrnre, call or wri1e: Serne~ter al Sea, lJMC :B6B, 
Univcrsil~ of Colorado. Boulder 80309. Telephone toll free (~00) 
854-0195.(cxcept Colorado and Cal!~orni~),_ (i 1-1). 581-fii.iO _(Caht,!r· 
nia). (303) 49~-:,352 (Colorado). I he _S.S: Vnaven_e ~s full} :Ill· 
· t.onditioned. 18,000 tons, rcgi~lcred in Lahl'raa and bualt III Amem a. 
Willa Taylor is the former 
choral conductor of the Pen-
nsylvania State Choir. 
1 here", which starts off 
sounding like it will be a ten-
der love song, until Par~om 
reveals himself as a betrayed 
lover, for "just when I need 
you, you won't be there". Af-
ter thi~ ~hort ballad is "Win-
ding Me Up", which once 
again feature~ a beautiful mix-
ture of roc1' and chamber 
music. On this tune Parsons 
play~ the fool, for he gets 
caught up with a woman who 
he now finds out is not a5 deep 
as he .)riginally thought. Hi~ 
main quest now is to avoid this 
woman and end thi5 relation-
ship "tout-sweet". 
Starting side two is "Dam-
ned if I uo", a song that has 
received a !.~it of air-play in the 
area. Starting off with 
another catchy orchestral in-
tro, the 
song reveals Parsons as a 
feeling person who, despite his 
confusion, .is able to say "I 
Love You". Lyrically this is 
certainly a change from side 
one. 
"Don't Hold Back" is one 
of the more pleasant songs on 
the album. Featuring Claire 
Torry with some excellent 
vocab, thb time i5 another of 
rock'~ "~hot of confidence" 
to ~hy or umure people. 
Following this 1\ the in-
5trumcntal "Secret Garden", 
a rnng somewhat remirnsccnt 
of the 5tylc of Renaissance . 
Although rich is texture and 
featuring some fine 
background vocals, the bare 
structure of the song i~ 
basically boring and without 
"hooks". 
Ending the album is "If I 
Could Change Your Mind", a 
ballad-like and melancholy 
love song, complete with 
oboe, horns and strings. 
Wrapping up this conceptual 
album, Parson? considers the 
pros and cons of a relation-
ship,or relationships in 
general by saying, "If I had 
the chance I'd do it all again.'" 
EVE i5 a good album, but 
except for the orchestral 
pa5sagc\ the mu5ic is relatively 
tame and commercial. The 
lyrics arc interesting and well-
written, and the concept is a 
good idea, but somewhere the 
album fJlls a little short. 
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Sounds/ Music Information 
by Steve Fink 
The Marshall Tucker Band is 
busy working on.a new album 
with Stewart Levine 
producing, and they've been 
designated as "Ambassadors 
of Music for the 1980 Winter 
Olympic Games." 
An upcoming "Midnight 
Special" will be hosted by the 
Cars. The band would not ap-
pear unless they could choose 
the other guests. Those chosen 
include Iggy Pop, The Recor-
ds, Lene Lovitch, M and 
Suicide. 
Deborah Harry of Blondie 
hosted a disco baby shower for 
the pregnant Grace Jones. -
Fleetwood Mac received a 
star on Hollywood 
Boulevard's "Walk of Fame", 
the same day "Tusk" was 
released. Mayor Tom Bradley 
also proclaimed Oct. IO as 
"Fleetwood Mac Day" in 
· L.A. The band was placed 
between Will Rogers and Jack 
Palance,They were the 1719th 
honoree. 
In the future, look for new 
releases from: the Alantic 
Rhythm Section, "Arc You 
Ready?" ... Blue Note re-issue 
albums from; Wayne Shorter, 
Dexter Gordon, Stanley 
Turrentine, and Bobby Hut-
cherson ... Hank Williams Jr., 
"Whiskey Bent and Hell 
Bound"... Donald Byrd, 
"And 125th St., 
N. Y .C." . .. Head East, "A Dif-
ferent Kind of Crazy" ... John 
Cale,"Sabotage" .. Tom Petty 
and the Hearl breakers, 
"Damn the Torpedoes" ... 
Bob Marley and the Wailers, 
"Freedom at the Point 
Zero"... Jorma Kaukonen, 
"Deguello"... Pablo Cruise, 
"Part of the Game"... Pat 
Metheny Group, "American 
Garage" ... Grateful Dead ... 
Gong... Anthony Braxton, 
"Alto Sax Impersonations" ... 
Tanya Tucker, "Tear me 
Apart"... Fabulous Poodles, 
"Think Pink" Tom 
Scott, "Street Beat" and Bob 
Welch, "The Other One", on 
which he includes a new ver-
sion of his song "Future 
Games" which he originally 
did with Fleetwood Mac ten 
years ago. 
Thanks to ICB-FM's the 
Sampler, Sunday nights at 
9pm for help and in.formation. 
The group will perform a 
benefit concert on Nov .18 at 
the new Olympic Center in 
Lake Placid--the first non-
sports event to be held there. 
Tickets are not yet on sale but 
will be sold on a first come, 
first serve basis. All proceeds 
will go to the U.S. Olympic 
Committee. The Marshall 
Tucker Band will also perform 
for all the athletes at the 
Olympic Village in a special 
free concert. 
Bui::-ied Child .. Laugh Not 
Bonnie ~aitt has been signed 
to appear in the movie "Urban 
Cowboy" which stars John 
Travolta.The movie is now 
being shot in Houston. 
From Mexico . $·39ss 
Unisex Mexican Wrap 
Sweater. Double-knit with 
traditional designs in 1 00% 
wool and natural color 
patterns. 
House of Shalimar 
Collegetown-Cominons-Pyramid 
273-7939 or 257-2222 
\y / -
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'ladder 
by.Lisa Ann Woske 
There is a bit of off Broad-
way happening at Cornell. 
Sam Shepard's play, "Buried 
Child", which recently en-
joyed a successful run in New 
York City, is being performed 
at the Willard Straight 
Theater. Shepard is one of 
America's leading modern 
playwrights and "Buried 
Chi.Id" is a fine example of his 
talent. 
The play speaks of the 
breakdown _ of American 
values by showing us the decay 
of an Illinois family. We view 
a run-down, dismal house that 
Dido and Aeneas 
Oy Henry Purcell 
Oarnes Hall. Cornell 
Fri & Sot Oct. 26-27 8 15 pm 
TICKETS: 
$4.00 General Admission 
$3 00 Students. Senior C1t1zens 
Available 01 
Egben Unron 
W,1110,d Suo1ght Holl 
Hickeys · 
Choral Presenior1on by Dr f\owtond Oentley 
Cost From I C Mrm1 Fulmer Jome'> Pallone 
Happy 
B-day 
Badger! 
~Al!QU[fil 
118 The Commons, Jtluzca, . Y. 273-31SJ 
is rotting away from a lack of 
care - as is the family liv1ng in 
it. 
Shepard writes of birth, 
death, and rebirth - the cycle 
of existence - and of heritage. 
The grandson in the play, Vin-
ce, comes to visit the family 
after being away for six years. 
He and his girlfriend are the 
only people who appear to be 
really alive. The other charac-
ters seem hidden in a protec-
tive shell of their own making. 
Vince sees Dodge, his invalid 
grandfather, waiting to die, 
passing time with a bottle of 
whiskey. Vince's father, 
Tilden, has "turned idiot" 
and doesn't recognize his own 
son. The uncle, Bradley, has 
taken over as head of the 
household but only when he's 
wearing his wooden leg. 
The characters all have a 
deep secret, which violently 
reveals itself in Act 3. Vine 
returns in Act 3 after disap-
pearing for two days; ne 
couldn't run when he realized 
the he was his father; that he 
was his grandfather - there was 
no escape from his heritage. 
Dodge tells Vince that the 
Media Schedule 
WI CB-TV CHANNEL 13 
Sunday 
7:00pm-Newswatch 13 
7:30-How Could You Forget 
Thursday 
Double 
ICB-FM 
feature-Fleetwood 
Mac "Tusk" 
Steve Forbert-" Jackrabbit 8:00pm-Panorama 
9:00pm-Health 
Obesity 
Capsule' Slim" 
9:30pm-Creative Touch Chris 
Morningforest demonstrates 
silkscreening 
10:00pm-TBA 
10:30 Newswatch 13 
Wednesday 
7:00pm-Newswatch 13 
7 :30pm-Panorama 
8:30pm-Sportsweek 
9:00pm-Creative Touch Chris 
Morningforest demonstrates 
silkscreening 
10:00pm-Health Capsule 
Obesity 
Sunday 
9pm-Sampler-Nicolette 
Larson 
I Opm-Expansions 
Midnight Focus 
Monday 
Midnight-Mini Concert 
Santana 
Tuesday 
Midnight-Longplay-Led 
Zeppelin 
continued on page 16 
house is his and Vince carries 
on the tradition. 
Stephen Cole directed this 
intense psychological drama, 
creating some very good 
moments. Richard Tomesen 
(Dodge) came to Cornell as a 
guest actor from the Boarshed 
Theatre in Michigan and gave 
a very moving performance as 
the crippled patriarch. 
Katy Heine (Mother) gave 
us her wit in Act I and her 
fears in Act 3. 
The chuckles. with which 
Shepard lulls us in Act I unfor-
tunately continued until the 
last 15 minutes of the show. I 
saw some comic acting 
"shtick" that i felt was inap-
propriate to the text. While I 
was emotionally shaken as the 
play progressed and climaxed, 
most of the audience was 
shaking with laughter, almost 
until the curtain. Audience 
reaction can unbalance a per-
formance, as can the acting or 
direction. The laughter made 
the cohesion of the play 
weak, which affected my 
overall view of the production. 
I feel that Shepard's 
"Buried Child" is well worth 
seeing (audiences have quieted 
down). Shepard makes a 
major statement with his hard-
hitting weave of subtlety and 
candor. "Buried Child" 
plays its final weekend Oct. 
18-20 at Cornell's Willard 
Straight. Theater. A com-
pelling play, but net "light 
theatre." 
Live Mu~ic Ever~· Friday Night. 
Never a cover. 
Thi., week - Oct. 19 
Durango 
TAVE 
.. Lot·atcd in the heart of downtown Varna .. 
ENJOY LUNCH IN OUR RUSTIC 
WOOD-HEATED BACK ROOM 
. 
llt1menulti<' St1ups, Sandwicht'.\, Quh·he., .. ( Salad.,; 
.'><'rt'<'d from I I ..t /I.I dai(,· 
Happy Hour 4- 7 Mon-F,:i. 
989 Dryden Rd. 
272~2807 
I 
1 
! 
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Sinceros and The Laughing Dogs 
by Eva Grodberg 
Sinceros and The Laughing 
Dogs will be the first bands to 
be featured in a series of small 
concerts promoted by Cornell 
Concert Commission, the 
Noyes Pub and the Noyes 
Union. 
Both bands, which have 
been described as new rock but 
not new wave, have received 
incredible reactions wherever 
they've played. They have 
keyboards and Moe Pott, on 
drum~. 
The Noyes Pub show~ were 
created to diversify entertain-
ment in Ithaca. According to 
Dave Nirenberg , promotiom 
director of the Cornell Con-
cert Commission, the bands 
were chosen because they're 
good and unknown. "I'm 
trying to turn people on to new 
music", he said. "\Ve're 
trying to build up a reputation 
for fine concerts. A lot of 
groups like small places with a 
good atmosphere und a good 
crowd", added Nirenberg. 
The 250 seat puu •~ ,1111:ady 
-:!lli~t..J doing its part to provide a 
both released albums with Sin-
eeros' "Take Me to Your 
Leader" reaching 
"hit single" status. 
Sinceros consists of Bobbi 
Irwin on drums, Mark Kjeld-
sen on guitar and vocals, Ron 
Francois on ba~s and vocals 
and Don Snow on keyboards 
and vocals. The members of 
The Laughing Dogs· are Ronny 
Carle on bass, James Leonard 
on guitar, Carter Cathcart on 
variety of entertainment to the 
Ithaca comrnuni1y, Monday 
night, billed as jazz night, 
features the Jim Campagnola 
group. Tue~day is "Artie Ex-
ploration Night" (you 'II have 
to go to find out what it is). 
Rock is plaved on Thur~day. 
Thursday is face-time; pictures 
of people who frequent thl" 
pub are taken - with a slide 
show of the past week\ candid 
photography. Friday·~ Happy 
Hour adds a new twist to 
Horn Player, Barry Tuckwell 
to Appear at Ithaca Coll~ge 
by Karen Johnsto11 Schumann. range of French. horn 
In _the words of the New In addition to this public methodology. He is also in the 
York Profile, Barry Tuckwell performance, Tuckwell will process of writing a history of 
is "the finest horn player of also conduct a master class in the french horn. As an editor, 
the present generation ... or the Nabenhauer Room in Ford Tuck well edits all horn 
perhaps, one of the finest horn Hall. This will take place literature for the G. Schirmer, 
players who have ever lived"; from 3-5 p.m. on Thursday, Inc. Music Publishing Co. 
he will appear at Ithaca Oct. 25. In other music activittes, 
College's Walter Ford The musical career of Tuckwell lead in the formation 
Auditorium on Wednesday, Tuckwell is one of con- of the Tuckwell Quintet and 
October 24. siderable merit. The horn also serve5 as a member in the 
This world-renowned French master is deemed to be the Chamber Music Society of 
horn soloist's performance only player to have established Lincoln Center. As ~oloi~t. 
promises to be quite exciting. a career exclusively as a author, and conductor, Tuck-
His program will open with soloist. Tuckwell appears in well's talent ha5 been 
Mozart's Concerto in E flat over 200 performances each described by the Wa~hington 
Major. The Ithaca College year with prominent . or- Post as "Consummate ar-
Orchestra will accompany the chestras world-wide. But solo tistry ... a rare degree of 
master,with Pamela Gearhart work is only one of this hor- beauty. Tuckwcll draw~ 
student/faculty relatiom - a, ply ~ummed up the whole ex-
the faculty act, as bartender,. perience by ,aying. "I loH: 
Happy Hour i, al,o on Sun- playing here." 
day from !pm to 7:30pm. Sirn.:cro, and The Lauuhin!! 
Eric Levy, director of the l)og, will be playing- tw~ 
Pub, hope, to plan ~hO\\~ at show<; on Oct. 25, at 8pm and 
least once a month.Pcrfor- I 1pm. The concert i~ general 
mance, are not limited to admi~,ion, with a $3.50 cover 
mmical group,, as solo per- charge. There will be ,eating, 
formers a!,d comediam arc ~landing room a1 the bar and 
also expectcJ to be featured. space for dancing. All persons 
Another concert is expected must have proof of being 18 
for the middle of Nov. ~ears old. 
fhc beauty of the Pub lie~ in 
its intimacy. The show~ arc 
planned to attract performers 
who would not be commercial 
enough for Bailey or Barton 
Hall. lmtcad, they allow a 
unique communication bet-
ween the audience and the per-
former. Jim Campagnola sim· 
•DeWitt Mall 
•ethrnc mght 
on Sundily 
•daily spenal 
$1.65-$1 90 
Both group~ will be ,igning 
record~ at one local record 
~tore, the name of \\hich has 
not been rclea,cd a, of this 
publication. 
0 273-%10 
•fresh fish on 
weekends 
•gourmet ve;,etanu 
fine international and on inal cuisine 
conducting. Beethoven's nists many achievements. In refinements from hh in- ------------------------
"Sonata for Horn and· Piano the area of publication, Tuck- strument as Monet did with hi~ 
Op. I 7'' will follow with well is both an author and brush." Ithaca College 
pianist Jacquelyn Silver ac- editor. As an author, Tuck- welcomes this master. 
companying. The final work well has just recently written a 
features Tuckwell and Silver in book entitiled "Playing the 
"Adagio and Allegro" by Horn:•, which covers a wide 
............ lllilll ... llllll!llllllllll!Zl=-=:tllllllSlllamrd-~ Z Q RB A'S The Only Authentic 
RESTAURANT Greek Restaurant 
Recommended by 
Ibe~~Yoc~Tiroes as one 
oft erestaurants to eat 
at in Ithaca. 
Featuring Greel"' specialties at excellent 
- prices from $3.95 to $5.95 
Imported Greek Wines 
52~ West State Street 
273-9651 
7 a.m.-2 p.m. 5 p.m.-10 p.m. 
I ,·1111,·111 ,· II i//,11m, 
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof 
Octuhl'I I - I~- .111d 21 
Rc,cr\,1t11111, 2-4 ;224 
The Dillingham ( l'llll'r for thr l'l'rfont1i11~ \rl\ 
l!I 1979-80 Season 
m J.C. Students $1.00 
ITH COLLEG 
THEATR 
-· 
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Folk Music at Strand 
Traditional country 
musicians Norman and Nancy 
Blake will perform in concert 
at the Strand Theatre on 
Saturday, Oct. 20. 
Norman Blake is a 
renowned mus1c1an, mo.\t 
highly regarded for his expert 
flat-picking on guitar. 
However, he is equally 
familiar with the violin, man-
dolin and mandoccllo as well 
as fingcrpicking his well-worn 
guitar. 
hequent appearances on 
"Grand Ole Opry" and con-
tinued playing while serving 
with the Army in the Panama 
Canal Zone. 
With the· trend of country 
music toward the. more 
modern Nashville sound in the 
late 50's, Blake nearly left his 
music because of his serious ,., 
and uncompromising attitude r ., .. I" · 
about his work. He wound up ·•· · 
playing fiddle in a country-
western band and teaching 
guitar to 150 students per week 
(including, it is rumored, 
David Bromberg). 
He later found work as a 
Nashville session man;· recor- 1 d. d . . h . ame~ mg an touring wit artists 
such as June Carter, Johnny well-known musicians. 
Blake composes much of his 
own materiat, giving the songs 
the feeling that they were writ-
ten many years ago. Frets 
Magazine said of 
him," ... there are two basic 
clements of any Blake 
program: a certain traditional 
quality most of the time, and 
total quality all the time." 
Born 40 years ago in Chat-
tanooga, Tenn., Blake turned 
professional in 1954 with the 
Dixie Drifters, a southern 
Cash, Bob Dylan (Nashville In the last few years Nor-
Skyline) and the Nitty Gritty man's wife Nancy has taken 
Dirt Band. He also appeared an ever-increasing role in his 
and toured with Kris Kristof. music. She is featured on 
ferson, Joan Baez, and John several of his recent albums, 
Hartford. playing a mellow bass line on 
He recorded eight solo LP's cello to Norman's guitar and 
and popular on radio and 
television . After some recor-
ing work with RCA, he made 
on Rounder,'! akoma, and mandolin. Recently the 
Flying Fish Records and Blakes were joined by James 
numerou~ , ecords with other Bryan, an accomplished 
Home of the Breakfast Special 
Parents Weekend Special 
Delectable Dinner Entrees Including: 
EAT YOUlt 
f-tt:AltT ~ 
OUTc~ 
Weekends Open Till 3 a.m. 
Stews, Salads, & Sandwiches 
Chicken Cordon Bleu 
Eggplant Parmlgana 
Fllet of Sole in Wine 
Roast Beef Au Jus 
I Jfa Au,ura SI. .?7 .l- 1J1JSS 
Greyhound's quick cure 
for the book 
blues. 
Tt1e rJook blues Its H1ose sleepless 
r11gt1ts with v1s1or1s of exams. pop tests 
and required reading dancing through 
·;our t1ead They Just wont go away 
But vou can with Greyt1ound 
Take off this weekend. v1s1t your 
f ar:1ily see your friends Just get 
out of town ancJ leave the book 
t')lues behind It doesn·t cost much 
c:mcJ 1t II do you a world of good 
So. 1f you ve got the book blues, get 
on a Greyhound and split It's a quick cure 
for what ails you 
To One-Way Round-Trip [)_epart 
New York $25.00 $28.00 exc. 5 X's a day 
Phila. $22.55 $42.85 3 X's a day 
Buffalo $7.35 $14.00 5 X's a day 
Rochester $4.60 $8. 75 6 X's a day 
Long Island- $25.00 $28.00 exc. 2 X's a day Hempstead ________ 1P_ri_ce_s_s_uo_1e_c_11o_c_11_a_ng_e_1 ___________ _ 
GREYHOUND 710 West State Street 272-7930 
GO GREYHOUND 
,. 
Nashville fiddler who w11l ap-
pear with them in Ithaca. 
Together they bring a new 
direction to country music that 
has been compared with early 
American chamber music. 
According to Norman, their 
music lies somewhere between 
British and American old-time 
music. Their latest albu.m on 
Rounder Records, "The 
Rising Fawn Ensemble,'' is 
named for Fawn Ridge, 
Georgia, where they live. 
The Oct. 20 concert at the 
Strand Theatre begins at 9pm 
with an opening set by Cran-
berry Lake, a lively popular 
five-piece band from Syracuse 
specializing in old-time and 
jug band music. The group 
recorded their first album on 
Swallowtail Records last year. 
Tickets are available at the 
Strand Theatre. For ticket in-
formation, contact the Strand 
Theatre at 277-4383. 
Warsaw Mime 
and Posters at IC 
Two art forms by Polish ar-
tists will be featured at Ithaca 
College on Tuesday, Oct. 23. 
More than 180 posters from 
the Poster Museum in War-
saw, Poland will go on exhibit 
in the Handwerker Gallery of 
the Carolina Werner Gannett 
Center. 
On the same night, the War-
saw Mime Theater will be per-
forming in the Dillingham 
Center. 
The posters are from a 80 -
year period spanning from the 
early I 900's to the present. 
Politics, the circus, theater, 
films, sports and music events 
are all explored by the 55 ar-
tists. 
The exhibit is organized by 
the Maryland Institute College 
of Art in cooperation with the 
Polish Ministry of Culture and 
Fine Arts and the National 
Museum in Warsaw. It is 
founded by a grant from the 
Smithsonian Institute Foreign 
Currency Program and cir-
culated by the Smithsonian's 
Traveling Exhibition Service. 
The Warsaw Mime The~ter 
is composed of five actors who 
have been performing in the 
United States throughout the 
1970's. 
Their performance includes 
four "acts"; Pantomima, a 
classically-rooted mime spec-
tacle directed to children as 
much as the adult audience; 
Beyond the Word, a sensitive 
integration of mime and 
poetry, music and scene 
gesign; The Mirror, a three -
segment presentation which 
attempts to portray the ar-
chetypal person and her/his 
foibles and triumphs on stage; 
and the Voice of Silence, a 
body of fire meditations 
evoking.human experience and 
thought related to the state of 
being a person. 
The Company itself is very 
unique 1n that it does not 
designate positions like direc-
tor, choreographer or writer. 
One of the troupe .nembers, 
Andrjez Szczuzewski, will 
remain at I.'C. to teach a pan-
tomime course in the college's 
Department of Theater Arts 
and Speech Communication. 
Sandpiper 
The Source of Gold 
If you think you have to be rich to 
own fine gold these days ... 
Stop in and see us .. 
Nothing Else 
Feels 
Like Real Gold 
Manufacturers of 
Karat Gold Jewelry 
273-1232 (Acro.ss from CVS) 
2nd Floor 
124 The Commons 
• • 4. , •-. t • • ., •,. • • • r • •., f-,...,. •.~.r ,., .. ~ .. ,·,• ...... ,• •.•,.•-·, ....... ._,., . .,• .. ·-..-, "..,-• • • • • •• • ..,,. • •.• ... , ... ,.,,fl,,.«,,.,r_,.,._..,....,....,.r',t~l•~• .. ""W----• ---••------- ____________ _ 
Join the Army ·Reserve 
without interrupting 
college. 
When you join the Army Reserve under the Split Training 
Option you can take your Basic Training and Advanced 
Individual Training during two consecutive summers. You 
~et full pay for your training. so ;t·s like having a summer 
tob. 
Between ~our summers of training, you serve with your 
local Army. Reserve unit. It takes just 16 hours a month, 
·usually a weekend. You earn an income while you learn and 
use.- a ski IL 
After your Advanced Individual Training you continue to 
use your. skill in your local unit .during_e~ch monthly meeti~g 
plus duT1ng two weeks of Annual Tra1n1ng. Of course. you II 
be paid for ·_all your Reserve duty. 
·For college stu·dents. the Army Reserve is a good way to 
earn extra income while you get practical on-the-job 
expertence .. 
Call Army.Reserve 
Opportunities 
273-2727 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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* Yeshiva Case Beard 0 Ill 
nm t 11111er/./i·o111 /Jage 5 
questioned the application of 
the National labor Relations 
Act, "a business-and-industry 
statute," to academic in-
qitutiom. 
In a brief filed earlier, the 
N.L.R.B. said its definition of 
management personnel and 
supervisors was that contained 
in the act and "_agrees with the 
Congressional purpose" of 
allowing "a broad category of 
professional employees" to 
have bargaining rights. 
The board said the role of 
faculty members at Yeshiva 
was "Essentially the same as 
that of faculty members at 
other universitie~." Broad 
areas of consensus exist bet-
ween the faculty and the ad-
ministration, but "success in 
acc,ommodating interests docs 
not indicate that interests arc 
identical," according to the 
board. 
Your own Adventure Your own ODYSSEY 
In the Realm of Meat and Drink of.Mortals 
Begins at the ODYSSEY 
eroysse 
Open Daily 4 p.m. Sundays 1 p.m. 
Reservations and banquets for all occasions 
Call 272-2422 
1654 Trumansburg Rd. 
(6-7 miles from downtown Ithaca 
west on Route 96) 
'Mature' Universities 
In a friend-of-the-court 
brief filed earlier to support 
the university's position, the 
National Society of 
Professional Engineers com-
mented on a point raised 
during the arguments by one 
justice. 
According to the brief, at 
"mature" universities such as 
Yeshiva, which has a collegial 
decision-making process that 
substantially involves the 
faculty, faculty member~ 
"must be considered 
'managerial personnel' " and 
excluded from any bargaining 
unit. 
The engineers' society main-
tained that "the relationship 
between a mature university 
and its faculty members sim-
ply does not fit the model of 
employer-employee relation-
ships which Congress had in 
mind" when- it passed the 
labor-relations act. 
Unions Back NLRB 
In separate friend-of-the-
court briefs, the three national 
associations of faculty mem-
bers supported the N.LR.B.'s 
po~ition. 
The National Education 
Association argued that 
"governance mechanisms and 
procedures have no bearing on 
the question of whether 
faculty members as a group 
constitute an appropriate 
bargaining unit-" The 
assoc1at1on ~aid "governance 
system~ do not vest super-
visory or managerial authority 
in faculty." ' 
Make your roo~ , 
an Oasis. 
THE 
•Trop1c,1l Plants and 
Lu-;h Hc1ngin~~ B21c;kl't" 
•Frec;h_ Silk ,md Dnl:'d Flowers 
PLUS Bamboo. wickl'r and rattan chairs. 
tahll''i. lii1rnpl'rs. bi1skets. hhnds. mirrors. 
Stra\\' rugs Dl'cmi111119 acces'.:-iories 
Dinrwn~·arl', mug'.:, and manv l'xciting 
gifts! 
PLANTATION 
•• 11-l lth,ll"a ( "111111111111..,•~7:l-,:!:~l Th111s. Fn 1111 \Ip 111 •~und.iy 11-4 
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COurt 
The N.E.A. predicted that a 
Supreme Court decision 
upbolding Jhe appeals court 
would have "serious adversed 
practical consequences in the 
public as well as the private 
sector," be~ause most agen-
cies concerned with state 
statutes on collective 
bargaining are guided by 
decisions involving the labor-
relations act. 
The American Association 
of University Professors said, 
"the measure of employee in-
fluence on management is not 
a proper test of managerial 
status" under the labor-
relations act. 
The American Federation of 
Teachers (A.F.L-C.1.0.) 
commented that the finding by 
the appeals court "that the 
faculty at Yeshiva University 
had total control of decision-
making must have profoundly 
shocked the faculty who had 
found it necessary to elect a 
collective-bargaining represen-
tative:" 
*Media 
rn11ti1111ed.fim11 page 12 
VIC-AM 
Sunday 
6-6:30 pm-News Review 30 
6:30-7pm-Sport-srap 
7-8 pm-Sportsrap 
7-8 pm-Campus Graffiti 
8-10 pm-Ithaca Top 20 
10 pm-lam-Recollections 2 
Wednesday 
9-10 nm-Artists Special 
CLOTHING FOR THE UNCOM.MON PERSON 
-,, 
• Crd ·rn '"' ~!!t Commons Clothing i r~·· ,;~ ~ ~ .- ),..""f~ ~I r-i ~~~'I~ 
'1 
( 
presents.mm_ 
Recyled Seal, Rabbit, Muskrat & 
Lamb Fur Coats 
-Halloween attire including 
hats & masks 
-largest selection of 
mens & womens caps & hats 
-Navy Wool 13 Button Bells 
-Middi Tops 
-Navy Pea Coats & Recycled 
Leather & Suede Jackets, 
Coats & Vests 
-Recycled Wool Shirts, Tweed 
Jackets, Cord Jackets 
-Ladies Fitted 50' s Jackets 
-Chino's & Fatigues 
-All leather gloves 
men/women $12.99 
The best in recycled and new clothes 
..... ~ ~ 
' I 
l 
107 S. Cayuga St., Commons West 
i\·\onday-Saturday ·10-1:30 27 3-01B"l 
' ...... " ....... 
/ 
.... 
r 
.... 
1 
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*Parents Weekend 
continued from page I 
Parents Weekend ha, been 
organized in the pa,t by the 
fraternitie, Gamma Delta Phi 
and Delta Kappa, chairpcr-
,orn. ha,·ing been a,~igned the 
prcviou, :;car. The chair-
people ~peak at the picnic lun-
ch on behalf of the Student 
Body 10 ,,clcome and thank 
the parents. 
Vogel, on hi~ ,econd )car at 
the job of Parent, \Vcckend 
li,1pe., that in the future 
,rudent., can have a more active 
r ul · in tern,, of inp11t of idea, 
an, adi,itic, 10 in\'(11,e the 
,,11.1, · l·ampu, in the planning 
,1, P;1 t'lll\ \\',•d.,•ntl 
*Federal$ 
continued from page4 
provide the qate with 
necessary data ti) be eligible 
for federal funding." 
To encourage energy con-
,cna1ion, the National Fnngy 
Act ,,ill ofkr S900 million in 
S300 million inrn:ment, o,er a 
3 year period to non-profit 
organi1atiom. 
* ALS Weekend 
cominued from page I 
been formulated spcci fically 
for the planning of parenb 
weekend and Skate~ ,aid he 
thinks it is a direct result of the 
ALS alternative weekend. 
Both Skates and Corrcnti 
arc optimistic about the suc-
cess of next year's weekend. 
Correnti said that he has been 
meeting regularly with 
representatives from the 
organization and "there is 
every indication that it will 
work out satisfactorily with 
ALS." Skates said that having 
an alternative weekend means 
that the parents of the 
minority student miss the ex-
perience of sharing the 
weekend with the other paren-
ts. He said that some minority 
students want their parents to 
attend the traditional parents 
weekend because of the 
various activities given by the 
,chool. 
Due to a limited budget, 
ALS cannot match those ac-
t1,·1t1es pre~ented by the 
college. Skates said that an in-
tegrated weekend would worh 
well because there wo~tld be a 
sharing of cultural expression 
between the two race,. He said 
it is difficult to say if the 
committee will satisfy the need 
s of the minority student~ since 
this is the first time any such 
committee has been 
established, but he continued 
by saying that "if the parents 
weekend committee does not 
acknowledge reasonable 
requests by the minority 
students to participate in the 
scheduled parents weekend, 
then we will continue to have 
the alternative parents 
weekend. 
* Senior Class 
continued jrom page 4 
coming out within the month, 
said Berman. The stickers will 
permit seniors to receive 
discounts from various down-
town merchants and bars. He 
added that a calender will be 
posted in the Union, which 
will explain where the discoun-
ts will be available. Berman 
said that some merchants and 
bars will only be honoring 
stickers on certain specified 
days. He added that the 
stickers will be available 
through the Office of Campus· 
Activities as soon as they 
arrive. 
fhe Senior Class is also in 
need of help. Berman said 
that students are -needed to 
help plan ans organize events. 
He mentioned the possibility 
of senior "T" shirts as well as 
bumper sticker~. According 
to Berman, "there are many 
openings on the various com-
mittees, any interested persons 
should attend the weekly 
meetings held on Sunday night 
in the Job Room at 7 pm. He 
also encouraged juniors to at-
tend, "so as to observe the 
runnings of the senior class for 
their own benefit next year." 
Come explore your world, the far away 
and the familiar. 
Books and a bit more! 
paperback booksmith·.· 
PYRAMID MALL 1S7-3601 
. Dedicated to the f1!1e a~t of browsing. . . 
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10SW1Aef£R $Jjq,-
1007. wool ga hard/ne 
SKIRT $51.f.-
both b'f CYGNE Des/uns 
Unisa ere'/ suede 
PUMPS $52.-
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* Announcements 
I Busine~s School I 
New Advisor Svstem 
Freshpcr~om: Sophomore~: Seniors: 
Student Name Accounting and Management and Person-
Beginning with Advisor Finance Major~ nel/lndustrial Relations Accounting & Finance Major~ 
A-D Butterfield 
Major~ 
E-1 Cohen A-M Go,on A-H Berlin A-Z Riker 
J-M Kendall N-Z O'Hayon 1-P Long 1st ~cm. 
N-S Unsal Einstein 2nd sem. Management & Personnel/In 
T-Z Zaman Q-Z Neal dustrial Relations Majors 
~ 
-
~~ Junior~: A-M Markowitl 1st sem 
Baskets-Baskets-Baskets 
~ccounting & Finance Major\ Gen fan 2nd sem. 
The Iron Shop ~ -A-Z Massa N-Z 
McManus 
On the Commons 272-Slbl 
~~~~~~~ ~ ~ =~ ~ ~ 
~~~/e~~~~~~ 
:~  ~ 
.~ 
·:I: ITHftCft CiUITftR WORKS 
'C____7 
FALLSALE ~ 
Oct. 8-20th 
Incredible savings for oil 
Yamaha beginner acoustics & classicals 
Guild acoustics - Fender & Ibanez electrics 
40 % off all Fender amps 
10% off oil bool~s in stock 
Downtown in the DeWitt Moll 272-2602 
Open Mon. 12-S·JO Tues.-Sot 10-5·JO Fri. 'til 9 
Management & Personnel/In- Transfer Studenb: First 
dustrial Relations Majors sememster on campus: Long 
A-H 
1-P 
0-Z 
• "i 
Bennett 
Murphy 
Smiljanic 
thereafter, as outlined above 
If have any q~estions, you 
please call the School of 
Business at 274-3 I 17 
Faculty-Student Mixer tor all 
students and profcs~ors in the 
School of Business, on Wed-
nesday, Oct. 24 at 7:30 pm in 
the Tower Club. Come meet 
and talk to your professors on 
a one-to-one basis outside a 
classroom situation. it should 
be a fun evening. 
An initial search is being 
held by the Smithsonian In-
stitution for the possibility of 
a ~how at the National Collec-
tion of Fine Arts in 
Washington, D.C. The theme 
of the show will be Ap-
palacian Art, and more 
specifically, how local artists 
reflect the regi9n in which they 
live. The show will span an 
area of 11 states. 
All artists are invited to 
bring five slides or three pieces 
Happy Hour-
Bet\A1een 7 & 10 p.m. 
Heinel~en Bottles 
.75¢ 
October 18, 1979 
of original ~vork to the Tom-
pkins County Arts Council 
Offices, DeWitt building-
Office Complex, Ithaca. The 
works wilJ be preliminarily 
screened by a representative of 
the Appalacian Regional Arb 
Commission. Please make 
sure slides or work are in the 
office by Tues., Oct. 23, 1979 
, by 5 pm. If artists bring slide~. 
be prepared to lend them to 
the Smithsonian Institution 
for further rewicw. Even-
tually they will be returned. 
Please have name, addre~~. 
and phone number 011 each 
slide. 
If you have any further 
questions, call the Arts Coun-
cil office-Monday - through 
Friday, between nine and five 
at 277-4906 . 
contact person: Amy Hmten 
A Forum on Business Careers 
and Graduate education will 
be held on Oct. 23. Infor-
mation is available at the Of-
fice d Career Planning. 
The Ithaca College Health 
Administration Committee 
will hold a meeting Tuesday, 
Oct. 23 at 7pm in the AHCR. 
Psychology Club Meeting 
Monday, Oct. 22 7pm F205 
Speaker: Dr. George Schuler 
Topic: "Getting a job with a 
B.A. and making a living with 
a Ph.D." 
Also: Election of new officers 
Refreshments will be served. 
All students · interested in 
Psychology are welcome. 
continued from page 22 
Football Bounces Back. 
by Robert Goldman 
The --Ithaca football Bom-
bers got back on the winning 
track bouncing back from a 
two-point defeat at Clarion, 
with a 21-14 victory over the 
previously undefeated Div. II 
Springfield Chiefs la~t Satur-
day at Springfield. 
IC, rated sixth in the la~t 
Lambert Bowl balloting, took 
a 14-0 lead on a pair of Bob 
Ferrigno firn period touch-
downs. Ferrigno, a 5-10 200 
lb. running back, bolted 32 
yards for Ithaca'~ fir,t ~core 
and collected a three yard 
touchdown pas~ from Doug 
DeCarr a minute later. Both 
scores were 5e1 up when 
Springfield quarterback Jim 
Collis fumbled, Sam 
D' Agostino recovering one , 
Tony Smith the other. 
But the Chiefs came right 
back when Frank Monello 
took the ensuing kickoff and 
raced 99 yards to score the 
games third TD in less than a 
two minute span. Then it tur-
ned into a defensive struggle. 
The Bombers' final TD 
came on Matt Mees' one yard 
run in the second period. Mees 
kept the 75 yard drive alive 
with a seven yard pickup off a 
fake punt, one of two suc-
cessful fourth down play~. 
The hosts got on the board 
again when Dave Godin ran 
one in from the five in the 
third quarter, after IC fumbled 
on its own ten yard line, but 
the Bomber~ refused to yield 
the rest of the way. • 
The Born bers defender~ 
completely ~hut down the run, 
holding the chief., to 145 yar-
ds on 52 carrie~. However, 
Springfield's leading rusher, 
George Richard~on, mi,~ed 
· the game \,ith a ~evcrc charley 
horse. Senior linebacker John· 
Laper led the defensive char gc 
with 14 tacklc5 (5 solo), and 
also caused the first fumble by 
Collis. He also later picked off 
a Colli~ pass and knocked 
down another. 
"He was all over the foot-
ball field," said Springfield 
coach Howard Vandcrsca, 
who tried to run his offense 
away from Ithaca's agile in-
side linebacker. 
Leading the way against 
Springfield on offense were 
Ferrigno who picked up 63 
yards rushing on only nine 
carries, fullback Mees who 
gained up 60 yards rushing, 
and quarterback DcCarr who 
was on target (I 3x20 for 77 
yards) although he was inter-
cepted three times. DeCarr's 
favorite reciever Mike Jordan, 
a 6-1 190 lb. tight end from 
Ithaca who caught five passes 
for 46 yards. 
Senior John Nicolo, second 
leading rusher on the Bombers 
(354 yds), found the going 
tough on Saturday; however, 
he found another way to help 
out with his foot! Appearing 
in his first game a~ a punter, 
Nicolo averaged 35 .4 yards per 
kick, including a 53 yardcr and 
Field Hockey ShutsOut 
b}' Betsy Koffman 
Increasing their record to 
10-0, the Women's Varsity 
Field Hockey Team shut-out 
Springfield College 2-0 last 
week. Although their op-
ponents are ranked 12th 
natjonally, Coach Kostrinsky 
"didn't feel we were real un-
derdogs," as she guided her 
team to a fine win. Kostrinsky 
says that, "rankings in 
Women's sports are not as 
valid as the mens. It is more 
impressionable on past records 
and. not so much the new and 
contending teams." 
Holly Storm\ initiated the 
scoring and was followed by 
Cathy Foto. The offense, 
always rambunctious and 
ady to show their worth, 
_ominated possesion and con-
-trol of the ball. Springfield's 
attack relied on the numcrou~ 
short corner shots they 
released in spurts. Their in-
consistency in their down-the -
field drives can be understood 
by their attempting to use the 
same strategy on grass as they 
use on their astro-turf at 
home. Kostrinsky said, "their 
short sideway passes were very 
effective but not a~ accurate as 
they could have been." This 
gave our defense time to 5et 
up. 
Karen Patterwn, la~t week·~ 
Athlete of the Weck, displayed 
her talents in her goalie cage, 
batting away everything· 
coming within her reach. 
Showmg h~r speed and en-
durance, defending the con-
tinuous short corner drives , 
made Beth Cox a standout on 
defense. The whole team 
played a weel-balanced game 
and proved to themselves why 
they remain undefeated. 
The next two games are 
away. Friday, they battle East 
Strousburg and Tuesday, they 
go against Lock Haven. 111 
quest of-a regional spot. 
Volley ball Wins 
by Bets~· Koffman 
Led by Seniors Jane Ware 
and Roseann Kuryla, the 
Women'5 Varsity Volleyball 
Team won an exciting and 
close battle at Brockport last 
week. Losing the first game 
13-15 and winning the next 16-
,14, put a heavy load on IC, as 
they entered the third and 
decisive game. Behind 2-11 
all seemed lost anti[ "we got a 
burst of determination and 
came forward" says Coach 
Rich. "And we finally won 
the ·well-played contest 16-
14." 
Over the weekend they were 
participant in the Cortland ~n-
vitational. Here IC easily 
whipped New York Tech 15- I, 
I 5-5, before bowing down to 
the hosts 13-15, 6-15. In the 
consolation round, they once 
again handed a loss to N. Y. 
Tech 15-7, 15-4, to come in 
third place overall. Kuryla 
and sophomore Laura Gior-
dano proved their skills and 
were helped by the consistent 
efforts of Junior Setters Susan 
Novevsky and Patti O'Con-
ncr. 
Coach Rich feels optimistic 
and hopes IC will continue 
displaying their full potential 
throughout their remaining 
matches. Succumbing to other 
teams weaknesses, docs not 
photo by John .t<ei, 
a coffin corner chip shot. 
None of his seven punt~ were 
returned. 
The win upped the Bom-
ber~' record to 5-1; the Chiefs, 
~uffering their first setback. 
abo sho\\ a mark of 5-1. 
Bomber Notes: Ferrigno 
now lead\ the team in rushi.ng 
yardage (368). average per 
carry (7.4) and ~coring (30 
pts.) ... The Bombers will 
return home to South Hill 
Field this Saturday, after thm: 
straight road games, to meet 
the Y cllowjacket5 of American 
International College (2-3) 
Kickoff for .the parent, 
weekend contest is set for I :30 
pm. AIC's leading ballcarrier 
Bob Bramble (454 yd~.) rushed 
for 309 yard~ and four touch-
downs two weeks ago again,it 
Amherst cnroutc to a 42-35 
victory ... John Laper has been 
visited and timed by more th:·.1 
one pro scout in recent week, 
The 6-2 220 pound linebackc1 
i~ ea~ily the team's leading 
rackler with 73 (23 solo), and 
1~ tied with safety Mike Biondi 
with three inten:cprions ... Of 
Ithaca's remaining opponent\, 
only Albany State remains un-
beaten. The Dane~. who 
spoiled Ithaca's bid for an un-
defeated sea,on last year will 
vibit on Nov. 3, the Bomber\' 
la~t home date. 
' .. ""'\ 
"' ,-a' ,, .. ~- .. , 
" --=--=- , 
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Soccer Takes ICAC Lead 
b} Andy 1--cltham 
On the road last weekend, 
the Bomber soccer team added 
to this ~eason 's long list of ac-
complishments. By defeating 
two ICAC rivals (Clarkson 2-
1, St. Lawrence 2-0) the Bom-
bers are now in sole posse~ion 
of first place in the ICAC at 4-
0. The St. Lawrence game 
marked their sixth straight win 
for the Bombers, three of 
which were shut-outs. One of 
these shut-outs came against 
St. Lawrence, the fifth ranked 
division III team in· the coun-
try. 
The Bomber's record now 
stand5 at 7::2. When commen-
ting about last weekend's two 
games, Coach Al McCOrmack 
said, "it wasn't easy playing 
two games in les~ than 17 
hours, but the team played 
with a lot of heart." 
In both games the Bomber 
defense was solid. In the game 
against Clarkson, the defense 
allowed absolutely no shots on 
goal in the fir~t half. It wa~ 
only a matter of time befor~ 
the Ithaca offense converted 
on one of their drives. Hugo 
Guaglianone scored J.C. 's f-ir-
Pirates Win 
the Series!!! 
"Ni~" 
Fundamental tools for earth travelers 
DeWitt Mall 
215 N. Cayuga 
Ithaca. NY 14850 
(607) 272-6868 
-. 
st goal on an assist from Bob 
Locke. Hugo hit a fine 18-yard 
shot in the midst of defenders 
to give the Bombers a 1-0 led. 
The second goal came minute~ 
after as Dave Axenfcld scored, 
following up on a Bob Stiles 
blast that rebounaed. This was 
all the Bombers needed to win 
the game, as Clarkson only 
managed to score one goal. 
Early next morning, the Bom-
bers went over to face the 
power-house team from St. 
La··1 rence (6-0-2). The Bom-
bers started the game fired-up 
and determined. Thi5 game 
meant a lot to the Bori1bersand 
they weren't going to let It slip 
through their fingers. -The 
Bombers were making all kin-
ds of 5coring opportumucs 
against the St. Lawrence 
defense. It took .a corner kick 
to give the Bombers the lead, 
1-0. Don Handler usually 
plays defense, but on corner 
kicks, his heading talents are 
needed in scoring position: 
When Dan Bernardin took a 
corner kick in the first half, 
it was Don Handler's head the 
that drilled the ball into the 
net. Dave Axenfeld, 
positioning himself in front of 
the net, got his second goal of 
the weekend on a heading 
as5ist from Dan Bernerdin. 
With the Bombers ahead by 
two goals, it's hard for any 
team to come back, especially 
when the Bombers are playing 
so great. 
The Bombers will host RPI 
this Sat. at I lam and RPI 
Wed. at 3pm. Both of these 
teams are in the ICAC division 
and they should prove to be 
exciting games. Come down to 
Allen Field and see if the 
Bombers can continue on with 
their six-game winning streak. 
WICB-TV Broadcasts Bomber Football 
Here's the WICB-TV sports 
team that will be bringing you 
two more J.C. Bombers foot-
ball games. From I to r: 
'Geoff Herman, Chris Moore, 
Barry Lowenhav, Brian 
Heyman, and Neil Hartman. 
Games to be televised are 
Ithaca vs. American Inter-
national on Saturday, Oct. 20 
and Ithaca vs. Albany State on 
Saturday Nov. 3. the pregame 
show begins at 8 pm. on 
Channel 13 and is foil owed bv 
the game at 8: 15. There is als; 
a ten minute half time show. 
Women's 
Bas-kethall 
Womem Varsity. Basketball 
started its tryout this week.All 
those still interested in playing 
hoops,should contact _ Coach 
Natalie Smith in the Hill Cen-
ter ,Room 6I 
( 11 i nt·,t· · A mtrica n J- ood 
*Volley hall 
look in store for them, as they 
look, forward to hosting a win 
against cross-town rival Cor-
nell, this Thursday at 3:30. 
carved by your command 
SEAFOOD NEW~URG 
GAZEBO CHICKEN 
VEGETABLES • RICE PILAF 
ASSORTED SALADS & RELISHES 
SOME SWEET THINGS 
• * • ONLY $6.95 • • • 
* FREE CARAFE OF WINE • 
2 7 2 -7 :t /, ( I 
WEEKEND 
DINING INIB'{) 
SATURDAY NIGHT 
IS THE LOVELIEST NIGHT 
OF THE WEEK!!! 
You ,md rour lovely w,ll surely love 
PRIME RIBS OF BEEF 
BURGUNDY WINE 
(all you can consume) 
$10.95 
••• 
Fresh Live Maine lo.bster 
$9.95 
* KEEP COW.'NC BACK FOR MORI: * (served _from 5:30 til 9:00) 
stay on and DISCO with your lovely 
pt 3 o'clock in the morning!!! Stay w,th ~ dirC'r dinner for the best DISCO ,n town 
•II RAMADA-INN I:• 
- Downtown/Ithaca .Y·./ 60 272~1000 - --
,,_. 
,_. 
..... ,. , ...... v·,··. ~ - ~ ,,:,,'\-'- '• ~ 
udweiser® 
KING· OF BEERS® 
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK 
The Ithaca College Bombers are one of the top 10 teams in the 
coun~ry for division III football. The team ha·s a number of players 
with outstanding all around talent. One such player is No. 25, Matt 
Mees. 
Mees, a senior fullhal·k. holds the all time IC rushing record. 
which he accomplished against Bloomsburg. During the past week, 
Mees has collected an additional 60 yards rushing. Seven of those 
yards came on a fourth down, which kept alive the Bomber drive. 
Mees also scored what proved to be the winning touchdown. 
Because of his outstanding performance, the ITHACAN 1s 
honored to name Matt Mees as the Athlete of the Week. 
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Announcen1ents 
On-Campus Recruiting 
Friday, Oct. I 9; 
Touchc Ross, 9-5pm, accoun-
ting 
Delaware Law School, I :30-
5pm 
Monday, Oct. 22; 
Cal. Western School of Law, 
9-12pm 
Tuesday, Oct. 23; 
Applications concerning 
Eastman Kodak Company'_s 
Professional Summer Em-
ployment Program for 1980 
arc available at the Career 
Planning Office. This 
program offers students 
challenging assignments in an 
industrial environment in the 
areas of accounting, business, 
computer science, and 
marketing. 
Prudential lmurancc Co., 9- The PACE exam, a govcr-
5pm nment placement exam, wil! 
be given between March 1 and 
W cdncsday Oct. 24; April 26, 1980. Filing period is 
Peat Marwick, 9-5 pm, ac- between Jan. 2 and Feb. 15, 
counting 
Univer~ity of Conn. 
School. I :30-4pm. 
Workshops and Seminars 
W cdne~day, Oct. 17; 
Law 
How to Write a Resume that 
1980. 
Applicatiom for Minority 
Graduate Fellowships arc in. 
Filing deadline is Nov. 29, 
1979. 
Will Open Doors for You, , Information concerning 
3:30-4:30 Graduate Student Personnel 
The ~'linority Job Secker: Fellowships at the University 
Everything You Needed to of Vermont is available. 
Know,7-9pm 
Tuesday, Oct. 23 
Applying to Graduate 
Congressperson Matthew F. 
McHugh is accepting ap-
plications for the Spring In-
ternship program in his 
Washington Congressional 
Office. Seniors and juniors 
are eligible for the Jan. to Mav 
School: Your decision and 
Theirs, 3:30-4:30pm 
Business Student Cluh 
Seminar 7:30 
'--
r. 
TOWNTAXI 
272-2606 
24 hour service with time calls 
. ': TOURIST SERVICE 
. .': PARTY RATES 
. ·: SHOPPING SERVICE . 
OF 
ITHACA 
.':· PLANE, BUS, HOME, WORK, SCHOOL 
Our Salad Bar is overflowing 
with Shrimp, Shrimp, Shrimp . .. 
TU 13ACI\~, 
... but save room for the 
free Sundae. Bar for dessert. 
13ACl\!I 
We're famous for Prime Ribs, 
Steaks, Seafood, & Irish Coffee 
RESERVATIONS 272-6484 
internship. Interested students 
should write to Congressper-
son Matthew F. McHugh, 336 
Cannon Building, U.S. House 
of Representatives, 
Washi_ngton, D.C. 20515. The 
deadlinne for applications is 
Nov. 15, 1979. 
For weekly On-Campus 
Recruiting in formation please 
check the recruiting poster on 
the easel in the main floor, 
Egbert Union. 
Women's Studies Visiting 
Scholars Program takes great 
pleasure in announcing an 
illustrated lecture by Maureen 
Turim, Assistant Professor in 
the Department of Cinema, 
SUNY Binghamton. 
"Fashion Shapes: 
Hollywood, the Fashion In-
dustry, and the Image of 
Women". Thursday, Oct. 25 
at 4:30 pm in Kaufmann 
Auditorium, Goldwin Smith. 
Tfie public is invited. 
The next City Spirit meeting Non-tobacco smoking, non-
on 'l .mding', chaired by Ray sexist, semi-vegetarian female 
Van Houtte, will take place on looking for room in an apt. -Or 
T d O 23 8 · house within walking distance ucs ay, ct. , at pm., m 
Tompkins County Arts Coun- to I.C. for 2nd semester. 
cil board room. Steven Gold- Reply· to Box 3, The 
shore, Director of the Council ITHACAN or call 277-3569 
for the Arts in Wcschestcr, mornings or weekend days. I 
will come to Ithaca on that ~h~a2v2e2t08@8get~o~f8f-8c~am~in~11~~!~2'Z~~ 
day and participate in the - People interested in staffing a 
evening meeting. Solar Energy Information 
Mr. Goldshorc brings con- table in the Union Lobby 
siderablc knowledge and ex- during Energy Awareness 
pcrience in the field of Week (Oct. 29 - Nov. 2) 
regional funding of the Arts should contact Bud Yablonsky 
which we hope he will share o"r Jennifer Miller at X3377 or 
with us. Anyone interested in stop by the Student Gover-
discussing and exploring nment office, 3rd floor Egbert 
possible ways of increasing Union. 
loccal funding for the Arts in 
Tompkins County is invited to 
join us on Tuesday evening. 
Student ' Preregistrat10n 
packets will be available 
beginning Oct. 24 at the 
following locations. 
Business - Dean's Office 14th 
Floor West Tower· 
Music - Dean's Office, Music 
Building 
H & S - Advisor's Office 
HPER - Advisor's Office 
Communications - Advisor's 
Office 
AHP - Advisor's Office 
Any questions concerning 
your packet or the 
preregistration process should 
be directed to your academic 
Dean's Office. 
There is one opening on the 
Humanities and Sciences 
Curriculum Committee, which 
meets every Monday 3-5 pm. 
Interested students should 
contact Linette Liebling in the 
Student Government office. 
The Supplement '80, which 
contains course descriptions 
for all courses which will be 
offered in the spring semester 
in Humanities and Sciences 
and the Department of 
Education, will be available .at 
the Ithaca College Bookstore 
on Friday, Oct. 26 at a cost of 
soc. In addition to course 
descriptions, the supplement 
contains information about 
class size, pre-reqms1tes, 
requirements, grading, and ot-
her pertinent information not 
~ found in the course schedule. 
~ Although produced primarily 
: for the use of the H & S 
The Eco-Justice Task Force 
is planning a weekend of 
sharing and celebration for 
people who are convinced of 
the need for lifestyle changes 
in an age of scarcity. Activities 
and workshops will focus on 
such concerns as neigh-
borhood empowerment, inten-
tional communities, changing 
sex roles, career and lifestyle 
planning and the implications· 
of international economics for 
lifestyle. Our special guest will 
be Alfred Krass, co-editor of 
The Oth~r Side magazine. 
Time will .be provided for 
sharing of personal concerns 
and problem-solving. 
Beginning at 6pm, Friday 
Nov. 2 and ending at 2pm, 
Sunday Nov.4, it will take 
place at the Cayuga Nature 
.Center (6 miles north of Ithaca 
on Rte 89). The total cost will 
be $18 which includes two 
night's lodging and meals. For 
:nformation call 277-6486. 
There is a general meeting of 
Exploratory Advisors 
scheduled for Thursday, Oct. 
25, in the Crossroads at 3:30 
pm. 
The Student Government V.P. 
of Communications is looking 
for anyone who is interested in 
artwork for the Student 
Government. Please call the 
Student Government office at 
ext. 3377 or phone 274-3377. 
The Traffic Policy Committee 
still needs 2 student members. 
If interested, contact Sally 
Beneman in the Student 
Government office, ext. 3377 
or phone 274-3377. 
The Student Government V.P. 
of Business and Finance, 
Vaughn Danvers, is looking 
for students to participate on 
the Student Government In-
corporation Proposal Com-
mittee. If interested or desire 
more information, call the 
Student Government office. 
Jog-A-Thon 
Sunday Oct. 21_1-4 
New Cerrache Track 
students , this booklet can be 
useful to any student who ~ wishes to take course in H & S. 
- - - ~ continued on page Jcl r.,...,...,..,...,...,,..,....,...,..,..,...,..,....,...,..,.,..,...,..,..,..,..,.,,.,..,..,.,1 I !Tlie fflalad~ I I .16-1~6nitaf!Road I 
S dd fYlie [¥~ f¥uut fPt<ne 5 S · I 
I ~ • I f Whole Grains, Dried Fruits & Nuts, I f Fresh Fruit & Vegetables, Hain Health I S , Foods, Arrowhead Mills Flours, Dairy S E . Products, Cheeses E 
I 0 All REASONABLY PRICED• I I Suggestion for Parents Weekend: I I Sunday Brunch at .o/'~ I I Serving 11 - 2 . I 
l,.,1111111111.1.1111111.11.1111111.11.J 
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Hey, Styr - (however you 
speoo it) 
Leave my cleavage alone! 
P.S. You've lost your 
image-Preppies don't wear 
jeans! (Sorry) 
P .SS. I love ya anyway 
To my old camp buddy-
We've go' to get together 
wmetime okay? I know \\e 
live just so far apart. I miss ya. 
Love, 
You Old camp buddy 
Hey "Beaner", 
We miss you" Puppy"! 
FOR SALE: 
Love, 
Lisa and Becky 
1970 BMW - standard tran-
smission, new tires, new clut-
ch. 32 miles per gallon. Ex-
cellent condition. $2800 
negotiable. Call 272-4554 
Wanted: Letters from S.S, 
C.B., N.S. - B.S., L.L.,S.B., 
E.V., L.C., M.F. 
K.A.,S.B.,M.A., D.A., M.R. 
Letters mean a lot when 
you're 3000 miles away from 
(real) civilization! 
Signed, 
Londoners-Tim, Marcie, Jean 
CHEERIO!! 
R&C 
Thanks for the mushed 
,read and tomatoes- it was 
sreat! Let's do it agam 
sometime. 
Your cx-roomates 
Sack-face 
Well .. .I don't know ... 
JJ 
Music 
October 18 
(Fl 8:15; I.e. Orchestra 
conducted by Pamela 
Gearhart, Mus~ 
Glinka, Schubert, 
Debussy, Dello-Joio, 
and Livingston Gear-
hart. 
(Fl 8:15; I.e. Orchestra 
co.nducted by~ 
Gearhart, special 
performance for 
Parents Weekend 
October 20 
(NJ 3:00, Junior Clarinet 
Recital,~ Krenzer 
October 21 
(Fl Guest Organist -
~ Jackson, 3:30 
(Fl 2:00; Choral Concert, 
Jazz R~semble, 
Women's Chorale, I. 
C. Orchestra, Ithaca 
Cello Club & George 
Damp. 
October 22 
(NJ 8:15, Muse's Delight 
Peter & Elizabeth 
l!edrick, recorder 
anc oboe; Mary Ann 
Covert, harpsichord, 
John Covert, natural 
horn. 
October 23 
(Fl s,1s, contemporary 
~
October 24 
(Fl 8:15, ~ Tuckwell, 
French.Horn, accom-
paniment by I.e. 
Orchestra. 
/jvd 
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Classifieds 
Herman, 
What the fuck i, your 
problem. I thought we had an 
understanding. Wait till I tell 
mom. 
Karcnski, · 
Love ya, 
Your __ bro. 
I think I'm going to go into 
real e~tatc. I wrote a letter to 
Gal, who's living in Rome 
thc~c days, and asked for an 
interview (they call it an 
audience). He must have hb 
shit together. Did you knm\ 
that he owns N.Y.C.? Yeah, I 
can see it now ... an office in 
the back of St. Pat', 
Cathedral ... 
Budski 
Dear Wife 
Roses are red 
And sometimes they're pmk 
(3nr -'· ~·vur so cute and 
foxy 
You belong with a Fink 
Love Husband 
Trubes: 
Thanks for the call. Don't 
chug too much and remember 
"it's not who you know ... " 
DML 
Happy 7th week and one day 
anniversary 
Love, 
Bratman and Trixie 
Attention 
There will be a meeting of 
the Board Of Directors 
10/31/79 at 12:00. Be sure to 
have the wood oiled. 
Dwight 
Coach Kirk, 
Good luck with B. ball!!! 
The Garden Boys 
Patty, Marie, Marybeth & 
.Jennifer, 
Let's keep our head~ 
together - It make, for the 
production of dean, safe, 
economical ENERGY! 
Zolacr Powcr,ki 
John, 
What can I ,ay, buddy? It', 
your birthday ... a time to 
celebrate. You do your par-
tying Midwc~t; I'll do my par-
tying East Coast!! .Juq 
remember I'm thinking or you 
love (as alway,), 
the Ed. 
P.S. - 22?! ! How can you 
stand it? 
Jonno, 
Take care of Bucky on his 
birthday. No bathroom noor 
performances, okay? Party 
hearty! 
the ed. 
Hey Lady 
You got the love I need. 
Oh darling, walk a while 
with me. you got so much. 
the berveas are back! 
Yo Birdseed-
Have a good time at your 
weekend cocktail party-just 
don't spend too much of the 
school's money. 
The Poor &Homeless 
Edi°nboro, 
_ Baltimore is still the best 
-Grape 
You ha\en't a chance! Your 
day, arc numbered! I've heard 
you talk-let\ ,cc ,ome aciton! 
the Fd. 
Young Ro,coc-
May waddk but we don't 
fall dO\\ n! 
The Penguin, 
Debbie Sandwich, 
How·~ it hangin? You're 
the !,!rcatest. Love and mi,, 
you? London. Sec you, Bye! 
Cindy&Jane 
Do!,! & Dew, 
When arc we going back to 
our farnrite diner? ... l'm 
waiting ... by the way your treat 
right??!? 
Ter 
Bingo, 
Think about transferring 
yet? We could have a great 
time here! Say - have you 
played checkers recently?!? 
See you soon ... 
Love, 
Bingo 
P.S. Hi Mary.Jo and Bud-
ney!! 
Reenie, 
You're the best! Thanks for 
giving me your time when I 
needed it \Vhen arc you 
commg to see my room? 
Love, 
Tomatoe-head 
P.S.-How's Art doing? Say h1 
to Jim for me! 
Ro,c, are red 
Sometime~ they're pink 
If you got a loo,e rat 
Then you better call the Fink 
muz-hack, 
happy belated birthday. 
S.H. Ed. 
little ,prout, 
happy rnrly birthday. 
EVA 
Bonnie, 
IOOO pardom, I promi,c I ,., ill 
remember ne\t time. 
The Ne\, Ed. 
Edinboro, 
Take ach antagc the pad " 
your,. Get the chick,, prep 1, 
in Bo,ton! 
Mindu. 
Plea,e qop by for a douh, .. 
do,noon. 1.L.U. 
Nood 
K&K Inc. 
Sorry but time ran out. ! 
quc~~ we will have to give <1 
double thank,. 
The r--;cw, Ed. 
Attemion Lingi 
There will be a meeting of 
the DUDES Mon. Film at 
Eleven, Multiple Bongs. Be 
there, 
BETTY Lou. 
Ass. Photo Ed ... oops! 
Bro - what'? 
Theatre/Films Lectures/Seminars Meetings Sports Etcetera 
October ~. 19 & l£ 
e Student Activities 
Dinner Theater is spon-
soring a Musical Review 
Broadwav 70's, Cr~ds 
9:00 p.rn.-:- Special per-
formance on the 19th & 
20th for parents weekend. 
Deoartrnent of Theatre & 
Arts & Soeech Communic-;--
tions-o~s Cat on A 
HotTi~ Roof; byTe;;;.-
Williams-:-nI"llingha..~ 
Center Main Theatre, Ad-
mission charged. Curtain 
times: 18th - 8:15, 19th -
8:15 and 20th - 2:00 and 
8:15. Performances on 
the 19th and 20th are 
for Parents Weeker.d. 
October 19 
Norma Rae; 7:00 & 9:30, 
~rl02, Admission 
charged. 
October 20 
Norma Rae; 7:00 & 9:30, 
Tertorl02, Admissior. 
r:hargec:. 
October 23 
Of:ice of Publi C Ir. forr.,,i-
tion and the Departrr.en~ 
of Theatre Arts & Speech 
Communication is spon-
soring the Warsaw ~ime 
Theatre, Ma~atre, 
Dillingham Center - 8:15 
-~ 3.§. & ~ 
Ooera - Dido & Aeneas by 
Henry Pu;:-;;i-1, ~ Hal 
Cornell Campus, 8:15 -
Presented by Ithaca Opera 
Association, C.U. Chamber 
Orchestra and Ithaca 
Ballet. 
October 18 
Value Clari:ication; 
Phillios Roon, Muller 
Chapel, 7":00 
October 23 
Business Student Club 
Seminar; Career Planning 
Office, 7:30 
October ?4 
October JG Octol.ier lR 
~College~ Meet:ir.CJ Tennis, r.c. vs. :c::, •. :·u,;-c 
Science :?'1:?, :_7:0n r.rr·. ~s1ty, 3:ir: r-,.n.,(:: 1 
(W) 
.!.·f· Safe r:::-:erq·: !\ll::..a!·ce; 
No ~:u~cs ~-'Actinq; Taub P~. 
ofChanP.J, P,nn 
'lctobc!'" .'1 
~ Class; .Toh Por:ri, 
[qbert (T~ior., ~-~n 
';ctohcr ~ 
r ~tobc r 1 r, 
Jun10"!:" ·:u.rs!t'.; roo':.:: . .::::, 
~s. Co!gt.~te, 1. '"',-· 
D. rn. (I!) 
r:: f' lt: ::cckf~·;, : . ( . ".'';. 
[as•_ :-: t rouCsbun: ( .... ~ 
(A) (\·:) 
"ctrt·c,. 
-Assertiveness Training 
Workshon, Gannett Center, ~ Collcac '"'!'"a.r.sccn-
Room 115, 4:00 clentul ~~Pd1tat1or:, rr1~r.<~t; 
30~, 7: '10 
VilrSl~V S0ccc~, ·.rs. \'~-
Modification of Test 
r,nxietv, Landon Hall, 
7:00 p.m. 
Learning Strateo1es; 
Gannett, Roor:i 115, 7 ,n,1 
Looi: l'orv:a?"'-:-: 
To 
Weekend of r~ovefT'.h~r C) -
11; ~ Potential 
Seminar, Laub Roon, 
~'.uller Ch ape 1 
*fo~ ~ore ~nf0!:'M~t1or. r;~ 
the above ser.iina;c; 
being o:ferect car.tac: 
Dr. Bro,...•ns Office -
Egbert Unior. 
'Jctobe r- :~ 1 
P.r .r., 11:,...~ a..!T'. (:' 
\'arsi tv I-'oottal 1, l. ~ ... ,_.. 
A.'1leri:::uri !nt.ernc1t1c:-,::.:, 
1: 10 (H: 
Student r;overnncnt,ICorqrcs 'Ten~:s, ~:Ys;rn~ (;) ,~~· 
fqhert ~:n1or. !J1n1:-'q !'-111, ?oc~v~ste!· ~·.i::.~·.:o,..,r. C-o·-1-=-·~ 
R :00 r,. :r.. 
!nvcstfTlcn~ r"'ll!I', r :r:P-dS Tc:-tliis, t:Ys};r;i,: l.-\~ \I·:) 
101, ':·'J'I F,m. PoC"hcs-t.:c!· '-41(1~0•,,::- --c:::1....::·~s 
Deaul1r.c fo~ Ionc:o~ ~ 
Serino 1980 anplications. 
!·orciqn Studv ('lff1cc, 
~·ulle~ 71R 
')ctobee:c 2::, 
Annlied Wr1t1r.~ rroq~ar,. 
"l""ivc Thursday TJ1qhts 11 
Charel, R:00 
.Junia~ 
':. \'S. 
(A) 
\'cJ.r-s1tv ~occcr, -
~or~e]l, 4:~0 r.~. 
!-"1eld~, ·.::. ·:<-,. 
Lo::k i-!avcn ~:'\, ~: '"',""I (t;i 
(W) 
\'ollevball, I .C'. \'c:: "·ins-
:: ! '1 ... -•J.: s .- 'I!" ··:--c 
~. ,~ ! : --: t : t ,_, - ; .- ': ;-
- ,l.'.10:"' r-':'s:.-., - ·-
~-t: ;• '"'.: o~· -: -. .:.. : .. 
,.__ r c .. :..~:. !. .' .; 
~"2lL:! ·~~ :)cl4:.:-•, 
~cs:rcss ~ ~ccc~~~-
.£:._ ~-1 ..:!; .-s : ~~t' 
:!.\'~S!:.ic;t :l::l: 
c:;'" , 1t' .~ ... S , ::-~ t 1' ' 
~~uci:~~~ 
~ r0e Lt..:r~c~1, -1ui::at·-
1sts, ,:·!:"oss:-o ...... :s, 
, .... :00 - aC.!",-i...ss1r_,•, 
- ct obE• !' .:, 
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